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Pastor St. Ann's, Manchester, N. H.
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Rev. John T. Madden, P. R.,
their strong Interest and good will.
St. Louis' Church, Webster, Mass Rev. Thomas H. Shahan,
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Pastor Sacred Heart Church, Maiden, Mass,
Rev. Mgr. Magennis, P. R.,
Francis Satolli, has honored ns with his St. Thomas' Church, Jamaica Plain, Mass Rev. Daniel Sheil,
Pastor St. Leo'sChurch, Leominster, Mass.
special commendation and Apostolic Rev. M.
J. Masterson,
Bussing.
Pastor St. John's Church, Peabody, Mass. Rev. Bernard OR. Sheridan, P. R.,
St. John's Church, Middletown, Conn.
In the words, once more, of the Coun- Rev. Paul F. McAlenney, P. R.,
Thomas Smith,
Rev.
appeal
Lima,
Conn,
cil of Baltimore, we
St. Rose of
Meriden,
to our people
Pastor St. Mary's Church,
In behalf of the Review :
Rev. Michael J. McCall,
Greenwich, Conn,

The cost of subscription may bereduced
by paying from two to four years, In advance, or by sending with renewal one
NEW subscription.
Persons renewing a subscription and
Pastor St. James' Church, Salem, Mass.
Christian parents, let us beg
" Finally,
Rev. J.J. McCoy, P.R.,
\u25a0ending one NEW subscription can have your
earnest consideration of this importChurch of the Holy Name of Jesus,
both for 93.80, that is, 91.25 each.
ant truth, that upon you, singly and individChicopee, Maas,
ually, must practically depend the soluRev.
F.
McDermott,
John
Time Rates:
tion of the question whether or not the
Pastor Church of the Sacred Heart
Gardner, Mass,
of Jesus,
Six Months
$1.00 Catholic press is to accomplish the great
work which Providence and the Church ex- Rev. Charles J.
McElroy,
One Year
2.00 pect of It at this time."
Pastor St. Mary's Church, Derby, Conn.
Two Years
3.00
Rev. James McGlew, P. R.
Three Years
St. Rose's Church, Chelsea, Mass.
4.00
INCORPORATORS:
Christopher
Rev.
T. McGrath, P. R.,
Four Years
5.00
St. Joseph's Church, Bomerville, Mass.
Very
Barry,
To be entitled to a prize, or badge and
Rev. John E.
Y. G., P. R.,
St. John's Church, Concord, N. H. Rev. M. McKeown,
Manual, the full subscription rate, two
Pastor Sacred Heart Church,
New Haven, Conn.
dollars, must be paid direct to this office. Rev. John J. Bell,
St. Joseph's Church, Pittsfield. Rev. P. B. McManus,
No attention will be paid to letters Rev. Thomas W. Broderick,
Church of the Most Holy Redeemer,
Pastor St. Peter's Church,
which are not signed with the writer's
East Boston, Mass.
Hartford,
Conn.
Rev. John J. McNulty,
name.
Rev. F. dc Bruycker,
Pastor Our Lady of the Rosary Church,
Persons wishing to canvass for the
Pastor St. Joseph's Church,
South Boston, Mass.
Wlllimantic, Conn.
Review must send a letter from their
Rev.
Wm.
P.
McQuatd,
pastor, when instructions and order- Rev. Chab. E. Burke,
Pastor St. James' Church, Boston, Mass.
Pastor St. Francis' Church,
blanks will be mailed.
North Adams, Mass. Rev. Edward McSweeny,
Pastor St. John's Church, Bangor, Me.
Special rates for local advertising.
Rev. Thomas F. Butler,
Printed rates sent upon Application.
Pastor St. Joseph's Church, Lewiston, Me. Rev. Jeremiah E. Millerick,
Pastor St. Joseph's Church,
Specimen copies and new Prize List Rev. P. H. Callanan,
Wakefield, Mass.
Pastor St. John's Church,
sent free upon application.
Joseph
F. Mohan,
Newton Lower Falls, Mass. Rev.
Pastor St. Mary's Church, Everett, Mass.
General Advertising, 20 cents per line, Rev. J. H. Carroll,
Church of the Assumption, Westport, Conn. Rev. Lawrence J. Morris,
Agate.
Pastor Church of the Assumption,
Rev. J. J. Chittick,
Brookline, Mass.
Send money by check, Post-office order
Pastor Church of the Most Precious
Rev. Edward J. Moriarty,
Hyde
Blood,
Park,
Mass.
or registered letter; not In bills.
Pastor St. Bernard's Church,
Rev. James F. Clark,
Concord, Mass.
Send all money and address all commuPastor St. James' Church,
nications to the
New Bedford, Mass. Rev. Daniel W. Murphy, P. R.,
St. Mary's Church, Dover, N. H.
Rev. John D. Colbert,
Review Publishing Co.,
Rev.
John
M. Mulcahy,
Pastor Church of St. John the Evangelist,
194 Washington St.,
Pastor St. Malachy's Church,
Hopkinton, Mass.
Arlington, Mass.
Boston, Mass. Rev. Thomas J. Coleman,
Rev. J. F. Murphy,
St. Thomas' Church, Fairfield, Conn. Pastor St. Patrick's Church, Mystic, Conn.
Advertising Manager, Charles E. PutRt. Rev. Mgr. Conaty, D. D.,
Rev. James B. Nihii.l,
Rector Catholio University,
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Washington, D. 0.
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Rev. M. J. Cooke,
Rev. John J. Nilan, P. R.,
Pastor
St.
Patrick's
Church,
as
Entered
second-class matter in the BosSt. Joseph's Church, Amesbnry, Mass.
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ton Post Office, Dec. 1, 1888.
Rev. James Coyle,
The Oblate Fathers,
St. Mary's Ohuroh, Taunton, Mass.
Immaculate Conception Church, Lowall.
Crbbdon,
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1898. Rev. John A.
Rev.
Michael O'Brien, P. R ,
Pastor St. Mary's Church,
St. Patrick's Church, Lowell, Mass.
Windsor Locks, Conn.
Rev. John 8. Cullen,
Rev. John O'Brien,
Pastor St. Patriok's Ohuroh,
Pastor Sacred Heart Church,
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East Cambridge, Mass
is owned and published by the
Rev. Patrick J. Daly,
Rev. John O'Brien,
Pastor St. Francis dc Sales' Church,
Pastor Church of the Immaculate
Roxbury, Mass.
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO., Rev. Louis
Conception,
Bath, Me.
J. Deady,
a corporation organized under the laws Pastor St. Joseph's Church, Newport, R. I. Rev. William O'Brien,
Pastor St. Michael's Church,
of the Commonwealth of Massachnsetts, Rev. Charles W. Doherty,
Centralville, Mass.
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Rev. Daniel F. Feehan, P. R.,
Pastor St. Augustine's Church,
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Rev. James O'Doherty, P. R.,
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Philip J. O'Donnell,
Rev.
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Pastor St. Mary's Church,
Lawrence, Mass.
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Pastor
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St. James' Church, Haverhill, Mass Rev. R. J. Patterson,
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Pastor St. Paul's Church, Blackstone, Mass.
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Rev. Mark E. Purcell,
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Pastor Church of the Holy Trinity,
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St.
John's
Greenfield, Mass,
tribute from our means, so that by our President
Brighton, Mass.
Redican,
Rev.
John
F.
united efforts the scope and usefulness of Rev. Edward F. Hurley,
Pastor St. Joseph's Church,
Leicester, Mass.
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Pastor St. Dominick's Chnrch,
Portland, Me. Rev. C. J. Riordan,
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Upper
Falls, Mass.
Newton
Johnson,
Rev. Robert J.
place in every Catholic home.
Pastor Gate of Heaven Church,
Rogers,
Rev.
Wm.
H.
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South Boston, Mass. Pastor St. John's Church, Stamford, Conn.
us to know that the Bbvtjcw has been Rev Thomas P. Joynt,
Rev. Michael Ronan,
Pastor Church of St. Mary's Star of
conducted according to the highest CathPastor St. Peter's Church, Lowell.
New London, Conn.
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the
olic ideals and that it is held In special
Rev. Peter Ronan,
Kennedy,
Rev.
P.
M.
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Pastor St. Peter's Church,
Pastor St. Patrick's Church,
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HOW BEST TO ADVERTISE.
Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
journals, not Infrequently put to themselves the question: Do religious papers
pay advertisers??and the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is invariably?yes.
Religious papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed and thrown aside, as are the
dailies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
and home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisementswritten appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family needs or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable. An advertisement In a religious
journal Is never lost. The papers are
filed away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprofitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
In the dally are ephemeral good for an
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be read seven days in the week.
?

?

When you buy

of our

Advertising Patrons
Don't forget to mention
The Stirred JTeart Review.
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is only the prelude to a grand and impressive advance of Protestant Xew England rum and Kentucky whisky--for which'a wise Providence
The Empebob William is to ofliciate relig- through the incidents of war,' must likewise apiously in the so-called consecration of the Luth- parently be regarded as responsible." This lets
eran church in Jerusalem. This young man will the daylight through the hypocritical mantles
do most anything for notoriety.
worn by those who pretend to fathom the deThk Episcopalian prelates are determined that signs of the Almighty.
the innocent party to a divorceshall not, in their
Thk Grand Lodge of Masons of Washington
church at least, lack opportunities and temptahaving admitted two negroes to membership, the
tions of becoming guilty of infractions of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky refuses to have anydivine law.
thing to do with the former. This is defining
Fathee Vokkk has retired from the editorial the color line with true southern Masonic chivchair of the San Francisco Monitor, and a recent alry, and no wonder the Wes'ern Watchman
issue of that paper contained a full page validie- wants to know what the latter will do if a halftory from his pen. His vigorous and terse style million negro Masons in the West Indies and
of treating religious and other questions won for the Philippines knock at its door for admittance.
him many admirers.
;
/ Tin: Watchman believesthat the present canon
Isn't the Morning Star making a dangerous 'regarding divorce of the Protestant Episcopal
admission when it acknowledges that a larger church admirably expresses the Scriptural law on
percentage of Cubans than Spaniards can read the matter. We can not agree with this, but
and write ? It strikes us that this is tantamount
our Raptist contemporary expresses some sensible
to saying that Spanish rule in Cuba must have
ideas when it says
been far better than the average American paper
" Many ministers assume that if those presenting themseems willing to admit it was.
selves to be married produce the license of a town or city

EditoralNotes.

>

:

Rev. CiiAia.Ks 11. Pabkhubst of New York,
in commenting on the Anglican church today,
says that " the natural impulses of a churchman
(using the word in a broad sense) are of the
worldly, unspiritual, formal and spectacular sort
that the Romish Church just matches." This.
from a man whose sensational methods as a
clergyman took him into the most disreputable
resorts of a great metropolis, is rather amusing.
What spiritual characteristics did his religion
cause him to display when he went voluntarily
into dens of vice and witnessed vile actions

without immediate remonstrance?
An Episcopalian who wanted the triennial
convention at Washington to declare itself
against all divorces, said to a representative of
the Advertiser that his party occupies on this

subject " the most advanced ground yet sought
to be taken by any of the modern denominations."
What became of the Protestant Episcopal claim
to apostolicity of their church to be nothing but
one of
" the modern denominations" ? The
actual outcome of the divorce debate was accurately defined by this Episcopalian as action
changes nothing and imposes no check on
"thethat
scandal of the generation." A nice attitude,
truly, for any Christian church to occupy!

The Anglican archbishop of Canterbury, in a
series of charges to the clergy, said that the
consubstantiation instead of the Real Presence
may be accepted, though no permission could be
given for the use of incense or for the elevation
and reservation of the Sacrament. He asserted
that compulsory confession was illegal, but he
sanctioned voluntary confession. Prayers to the
Blessed Virgin and to the saints were not allowed,
but prayers for departed souls were approved.
Poor man, he goes as far as he dares in the direction of the true Church, and, perhaps, is more
to be pitied than blamed for his peculiar attitude.
A western Methodistsociety, according to the

?

clerk, that absolves them from all responsibility. The
legal license has nothing to do with a minister's duty'
He is under no obligation to marry anyone, and his guide
as to whether he should do so is not the license, but the
law of the Scriptures. Unpleasant as it is, a minister
owes it to himself and to his fidelity to the Christian rule
to satisfy himself that he is not uniting in marriage those
who have been divorced because of adultery."

This is plain language, and it should be heeded,
but we fear it will have little effect upon the

majority of Protestant clergymen.
All-Saints and All-Souls.
On Tuesday next falls the feast of All-Saints,
when the Church, like a loving mother, exhorts
us to imitate the virtues of the blessed souls whom
she honors, in order that one day we may share
the great glory and the endless happiness which
they now enjoy in heaven. On the following day,
All-Souls, the Church suffering appeals to the
Church militant for assistance. In other w ords,
the suffering souls in purgatory, of whom especial commemoration is made in the Mass and
office of the day, implore in a particular manner
our intercession in their behalf, in order that the
period of their detention in that abode of punishment may be shortened. We all of us have our
loved dead ; a father or mother, a brother or sister, it may be, or some other soul especially dear
to us. When they were living, the slightest request these dear ones addressed to us always won
from us ready and glad compliance. Now that
they are detained where they can do nothing for
themselves, shall they plead to us in vain when
their need of assistance is so great? Nothing
deb'led, we know, can enter heaven, and few
mortals live lives so sinless, or expiate their sins
by penitential acts so thoroughly during life, as
to escape purgatory after death. Faith and charity should prompt us to pray for the suffering
souls in purgatory every day in the year, and
how cold and faithless must be the Catholic
heart that forgets them on All-Souls' day.' And
the Council of Trent tells us how we can aid
these sufferers best when it says that the souls in

r

self to Cuba, where he doubtless thinks he can
deceive the people by his anti-Catholic mouthings. Foolish man ! Docs he suppose he can
induce the Cubans or the Spaniards to believe
his misrepresentations from the pulpit, or that he
can gain a circulation for his disgusting book in
the Queen of the Antilles ? Surely this beautiful
island had trouble enough during the recent war
without being afflicted now with the presence of
Fulton. This man is not regarded with any especial favor amongthe thinking people of his own
denomination, and he has left meeting-house after
meeting-house without any apparent regret on
the part of the people who attended them.
With him in Cuba, as an associate, is A. .1. Diaz,
a minister of his own kidney, who is not so new
in the Cuban field as Fulton, but who is equally
abusive and untrustworthy in his statements.
lie posed as a supporter of Cuban patriotism
[during the insurrection, and was arrested and
would have been shot if his lite had not been
spared as a favor to the United States. He
probably foresaw this when he took part in the
outbreak. Otherwise his courage might have
oozed out of his finger-ends. An anti-Catholic
meeting was held in Havana on Sunday, over
which Fulton presided. There were only five
hundred persons present, and they were probably attracted by curiosity, as many of them
were children, and only twenty-five or thirty in
the audience understood Fnglish. Fulton's utterances must have been to them full of sound
and fury, signifying nothing. It was said that
Admiral Sampson would address the meeting,
but this appears to have been a weak invention
or a false construction of his words, for he did
not put in an appearance. Fulton asserted that
the Admiral would be there, but a man of the
latter's good sense and sound judgment was not
likely to be seen in such strange company.
Among the star members of the class in which
Sampson graduated from the United States Naval
Academy at Annapolis, was a practical Koman
Catholic, reared in thetaith, with whom Sampson
was on terms of intimacy, and we have not
heard that he has developed any pronounced
anti-Catholic feeling since then. We do not believe he intended to be at the gathering, if he
understood its character. His words were probably misconstrued. We all know the personage
who can quote Scripture for his purpose.
An Indian Chief on Education.

Geronimo, the great Apache chief, seems to
have a great deal of common sense. He has recently been in camp at the Indian Congress at
Omaha, where he gave utterance to the follow-

lowing eminently practical remarks
are good
" Schools
years

:

?

things for the Indians, but it takes
to change the nature of the Indian. If an
many
Indian boy goes to school and learns to be like a wliite
boy, be comes back to the agency and there is nothing for
him to do but to put on a blanket and be like an Indian
again. This is where the government is to blame. When
it takes our children away and educates them, it should
give them something to do not turn them loose to run
wild upon the agency. Until that time comes, educating
the Indian is throwing money away. What can an educated Indian do out in the sage brush and cactus. "
?

Our government is continually making mistakes concerning the Indians, and yet, notwithstanding our failures with our lted Men, the im-

purgatory are helped by the suffrages of the
perialists, encouraged by some of the Protestant
Springfield Republican, adopted recently a joy- faithful, but chiefly by the
acceptable Sacrifice missionaries and their supporters, assume that
"
ful resolution to the effect that " a wise Proviof the Altar."
the
of war, has opened
with
they are thoroughly well qualified to
dence,
through

incidents

fields for the advancement of Protestant
Christianity." This was passed at a time when
fifty car-loads of beer left the same part of the
West to be shipped to the Philippines. The
Republican is of the opinion that "the beer train
vast

Fulton at His Old Tricks.

deal
If we can
not control the Indians in Minnesota how can we
the mixed races in the Philippines.

Justin D. Fulton is at his old tricks. This
time in Havana. He failed to make any endur- hope to direct efficiently the people of the far
ing mark by his assaults on the Catholic Church away islands of the Pacific? Geronimo sees nothin the United States, and now has betaken him- ing but the final extinction of his race by the
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Perhaps extermination is the game sect to range itself alongside the Catholic Church
Something like this was and declare that marriage once validly contracted
and consummated can be dissolved only by the
does
death of one of the contracting parties
THE HAPPENING OF THE EXPECTED.
not, however, represent the best Protestant
To people acquainted with the origin, history thought on this subject. It may stand for the
and practice of the Protestant Episcopal church, iprevalent Protestant thought; but against it
the rejection by the triennial convention at may be cited the words of the lamented Mr.
Washington last week of the propositions look- Gladstone, who said in the North American Review
ing to a reform of the divorce laws of that church of December, ISS9, that " marriage is essentially
was no surprise. The adverse action of the a contract for life and only expires when life
house of bishops was simply another case of the expires"; who added that " Christian marriage
happening of the expected. The Protestant involves a vow before God," and then subjoined
Episcopal church, which, in one sense, may be that '\u25a0 no authority has been given to the Chrissaid to be the best and most orthodox of the tian Church to cancel such a vow." Against it,
sects, has simply demonstrated anew its utter in- too, may be placed Honorable E. J. Phelps'
ability to deal with the divorce evil, and thus declarations in the Forum of the same month and
given the public another pitiable exhibition of year, that the evil of divorce " must be plucked
There is no middle
up by the roots.
its inherent weakness.
Having voted down the one measure which ground"; and there are not lacking other Protwould, as far as their church's influence extends, estant testimonies condemnatory of the legalized
have interposed an effective barrier to the spread polygamy which the Protestant Episcopal
of the divorce evil, the Protestant Episcopalian church, to its shame, has again defended in a
bishops hastened to have themselves interviewed national convention.
Still, when a convention dominated to the exin order that they might express themselves in
tent
of
divorce
for
whole
the Washington gathering was, by Bishop
favor
a uniform
law
the
Potter
his
Doane
of
Alof New York, declares itself against
credit,
Bishop
country. To
absolute
antagonism to divorces, as already reof
rejected
the
reform
bany, who was the author
it
is simply a case of the happening of
marked,
regarding
such a
measures, expressed his fears
expected.
law. He apprehends that, instead of mending the
/
\u25a0??
'
matters, such legislation would make them worse,
by bringing down the stricter divorce laws which Editor Sacnd Heart Review:
I have watched your efforts to awaken and
obtain in some states to the level of the lax laws
And
keep
even
alive an interest in the cause of missions
prevalent in other commonwealths.
granting that a uniform divorce law provided from the very start with great interest. I have
one was enacted that did not descend, for instance, been especially pleased with the new departure
to the level of the lax Dakota code?might lessen as lately published in your columns. The appointsomewhat the present alarming divorce statistics ment of Rev. Dr. Tracy, by his Grace the Most
of the United States, what a pitiable spectacle Rev. Archbishop, as Diocesan Director of the Asthe Protestant Episcopal church presents when sociation of the Propagation of the Faith in the
it declares itself, through its assembled prelates, archdiocese, was a most fortunate one. He has
willing to compromise with the state when the gone to work with energy, and his success thus
point at issue is the interpretation of a divine far serves to demonstrate the fact that he is the
very man for the place. The securing of three
law.
A uniform divorce law, such as the Protestant thousand members of the Association in the
Episcopalian prelates declared themselves in parish of the Sacred Heart, East Cambridge, may
favor of, would be a downward, instead of an well serve as a great encouragement for the
upward step. Some years ago a prominent jurist work, and a stimulating example for other
said, in a magazine article, of our present divorce parishes which the Rev. Doctor is about to visitsystem that, " owing to the diversity of divorce I have for many years been a member of the
laws, a husband who has obtained a divorce in Propagation Society, and in connection with
one state on trivial grounds, and which in some members of my family and some friends who
states will be regarded as valid, in others not, were interested, formed a band under the rule of
may marry again, and with his new wife and the Association, and made our annual contribuchildren travel through the United States, and in tion to the successive rectors of the Cathedral
some places his new relations will be considered who have heretofore acted as agents.
Perhaps you will excuse me if excuse be
legal and proper, while in others he will be a
saying that we long since adopted
their
necessary?for
paramour
and
bigamist, his new wife a
in
our family of having a little
practice
that
a
uniform
the
children illegitimate." Granted
in
we are accustomed to deposit
bank
which
unpleasant
divorce law might do away with such
"
" spare
pennies,
or, mayhap, nickles or dimes,
people,
any
any
experiences for divorced-remarried
of
far
and
at
the
end
the year breaking open the
measure that couW be enacted would lean
appropriating
the contents to the cause
more towards easy than in the direction of diffi- bank and
I
think
this
is a very good practice
cult divorces. The Protestant Episcopalian of missions.
as
it
accustoms
the children to the
prelates must be very unsophisticated and short- for a family,
in
charity, especially
of
obligation
giving
sighted folks if they do not see that such would idea and
the
cause
of
missions.
infallibly be the character of any national di- to
It has been said that our people have not been
vorce legislation that could be adopted; and
must
people think of accustomed to take the interest in this blessed
that being the case, what
professions,
of their affected work of missions that they ought. If that be
the sincerity of their
see them ad- true, perhaps, one reason is that they do not
they
antagonism to divorce, when
Furthermore,
such legisla- read on the subject, and, consequently, are very
vocating such a law!
de- often ignorant of the pressing demands for help
marriages
tion would make the validity of
pendent more or less upon the countries wherein that are constantly coming from the various
they were contracted, with the result that a missionary fields. Perhaps they do not take a
couple who could pass for legally married per- Catholic paper at all, or, if they do, they fail to
sons in the United States, might, if they visited become interested in that particular work. I am
that "mother country," to which our Episco- sure that the readers of the Sacked Hkaut Reinpalian friends are so fond of alluding, be re- view can not have failed to become deeply
most
and,
oftentimes,
thrilling,
in
the
terested
garded in a far different light.
The house of bishops which rejected Bishop touching accounts which are, from week to week,
Doane's reform measure on this question of published in its columns. There is another peridivorce
and the Albany prelate wanted his odical, devoted especially to the subject of misAmericans.

of the imperialists.
played in Hawaii.

?
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sions ; I mean the Annals of the Propagation of
the Faith, the organ of the Association, published
bi-monthly, a copy of which is furnished gratuitously to each band, with the intention that it
shad pass from hand to hand until all the members of the band shall have read it. It is full of
deeply interesting details, and I see not how any
Catholic who has the love of God in his heart and
a desire for the prosperity and extension of Holy
Church and the salvation of souls, can fail to be
deeply impressed and stirred to a generous enthusiasm by reading the pathetic accounts which
come to us from every part of the missionary
field, especially those places where our poor
missionaries are struggling in their poverty
against the competition of Protestant missionaries who have plenty of money, churches,
schools, and all the necessary equipments of a
successful mission. "If we only had means,"
they say, "to present the Church in its accustomed attractive form, and schools for the children, the natives would flock to us in spite of the
seductions of our Protestant neighbors." The
zeal of our Protestant friends in contributing
more than ten millions of dollars a year for the
cause of missions may well prompt us to ask
whether we are doing all we can for the holy
pause.
We certainly have reason to be greatly encouraged by the new efforts which are now being
made throughout the country, in obedience to the
resolution of the archbishops, who have recommended the subject of missions to the more

attention and practical effort of the
whole Church. Have we not reason to believe
that the result of this effort will be a great revival of Catholic zeal and devotion ; and that it
will be the source of blessings, both temporal
and spiritual, to all concerned?
Devotion to the spread of Holy Church abroad
will make us more zealous for the prosperity of
the Church at home. Zeal for the salvation of
others will make us more earnest for the salvation of our own souls. Giving for the cause of
missions, instead of impoverishing our own
parishes, by encouraging the habit of conscientious charitable giving, will serve to increase our
revenue. And then, please God, the attention
of some of our earnest, zealous young men, and
young women, too, may be called to the great
and important question of devoting their lives
to the noble and praiseworthy work of saving
the souls of the poor heathen, whether at home
or abroad, thus contributing to wipe out the
reproach sometimes brought against us that we
have no vocations to the work of missions, and
at the same time gaining a greater store of merit,
and a higher seat in heaven for themselves. God
grant that it may be so.
earnest

Catholic Fathku.

A BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURE-HOUSE.

As the season of All Saints recurs, there comes
the mind the thought of what a singularly
great wealth of knowledge is stored in the Catholic Church, as connected with the biographies
of her saints and saintly children. She does not
unfold to us therein their own ideas, words
and actions only ; but she also leads us into all
the countries of the world; introduces us to
many noted individuals contemporary with those
whom we are considering; and enlarges in various
ways the boundary of our mental as well as
our spiritual vision. A thoughtful man, studying holy biography, whether scriptural or ecclesiastical, with his atlas and encyclopedia beside
him, will find that he is led by the hand, as it
were, into the realms of history, geography,
botany, geology, political science, natural and
mental philosophy. It will seem to him, too,
like a sort of representation of the first Pentecost. For he will hear every tongue of the
known world spoken, and yet it will be to each
to
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reader as if it were his own tongue wherein he
was born, for the story told is an old familiar
one, under a myriad forms repeated; and it concerns the wonderful works of God.
An illustration may be given of all this by
means of a volume issuing from the Carmelite
convent of Boston, entitled the Proper Offices
of the Saints. Granted to the barefooted (or discalced) Carmelites," and bearing the "Imprimatur" of the venerable archbishop of Boston.
As the book contains, in strict accordance with
its title, only certain offices or parts of oftices
specially granted for use to this one religious
body among the many in the Catholic Church,
we find, for instance, nothing given here for the
Advent Sundays common to all. But we come
at once upon a feast in the Advent season, the
feast of St. Barbara, Virgin and Martyr.
Instantly the mind is carried far away from
our own country and times. We are transported
to distant Nicomedia and to the days of the first
martyrs; while, almost immediately afterward, on
Dec. (i, St. Mary Magdalen of Pazzi summons us
to Italy, in that era when the first settlements
were being made in New England and Virginia,
and when St. Vincent dc Paul was the Apostle
of Charity in France. Then comes Francis of
Siena, a pilgrim of penance, in the days of
Pope Gregory X.; and, following his feast, is
that of Spiridion, bishop of Tremithus, a city of
Cyprus. He was tortured and sent to the mines
by the Roman Emperor Maximin; and then,
under the Emperor Constantine, he appeared at
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It is one of the commonplaces of history that Pope Alexander VI having no manner of right over the new-found
American territories, coolly assumed to divide them by a
meridian of longitude between the Queen of Castile and
the King of Portugal, obliterating at one stroke the independence of the Indian nations and the sovereign rights
of their princes.
It is certain that this use was made of Alexander's bull
by Ferdinand, when,from 1506 to 1516, after Isabella's
death, he was acting as Regent of Castile in the name of
his mad daughter, Queen Joanna. Las Casas, in his
Destruction of the Indies," describes the course of proceeding as follows: The Spanish captains would march
into an Indian territory, and would fasten up somewhere
a Spanish proclamation, of course wholly unintelligible to
the natives, informing them that Almighty Cod, having
come down to earth as Man, and having returned to
heaven, had left St. Peter and his successors as His vicars,
and that these had made over to Queen Joanna, with her
father, the sovereignty over all the American countries.
The natives and their caciques were therefore required
to receive baptism, anil to pay tribute to the Queen of

"

Castile.
The captains

would wait till the next morning, and
finding, of course, that the Indians had paid no attention
to something which they did not in the least understand,
they would then march against them with tire and sword.
Having wasted and plundered them to their liking,
they would Ithen march |off, leaving them, very commonly, says Las Casas, as completely heathen as they
found them. For the most part, he says, they cared little
to baptize them, and not at all to instruct them.
It was during these ten years of the King of Aragon's
regency over Castile, apparently, that a good part of those
exterminating ravages were wrought, which, according
to the bishop of Chiapa, swept off fifteen millions of the
Indians. Before proceeding, therefore, to inquire into
the true interpretation of the papal hull, let us ask what
we are to think of this estimate.
We are to think of it, doubtless, what, according to Mr.
John Fiske, we are to think of the Spanish statistics of
the Nicene Council. There, blind and lame from that time generally, that it is absolutely wild. The Columthe torments that he had heroically endured for bian discoveries had thrown over the Spanish mind of
his Master, Christ, he fought His battles over that age a glamour which incapacitated it for seeing or
describing anything in its true shape or proportions. Acagain, with equal spirit, on a different arena, curate calculation is to this day far from being a Spanish
and "brought over to the faith a heathen phil- excellence, as our navy is very happy to bear witness.
Less than a year ago a Madrid statesman gave the popuosopher who had scoffed at the Christian re- lation
of the United States as about
millions,
ligion." lie is mentioned, by St. Athanasius, as and declared that a Spanish army twenty-five
could easily march
present also at the assembly of Fathers in from New York to San Francisco in a fortnight. If anybody wants a bit of fun, let him huut up the extracts put
Sardica.
out some ten years ago from a Madrid encyclopa-dia. They
St.
is
famous
Telesphorus
The name of
as that are almost as droll as the little Portuguese
manual,
of the martyr-pope who permitted each priest to " English as She is Spoke." For sustained blunderingsay three Masses on Christmas; checked the ness they go ahead even of the English geography of our
Civil War, when we were amazed to be told from London
heresies of Valentinus and Marcion; and gave that the Union navy had landed a large force on the
westexpression to that deep sentiment of the Cath- ern coast of Xorth Carolina, and were admonished, priolic heart that "since clerics are called to be the vately (I believe this did not get into print), of the folly
expecting to hold North and South together by the slenfriends of our Lord and Saviour, they of
der link of the Isthmus of Panama The Spanish appear
should be men set apart by their character and to bear off the palm even from the English of 1861 in the
by their holiness." St. Simon Stock was born in absurdity of their American statements. At least they
it far awayfrom the English of 1808.
England and studied at Oxford; became general hear
If this is true of the Spaniards of the end of the nineof the whole Carmelite Order, and died in Bor- teenth century, what are we to suppose as to the Spaniards
deaux in the year 1265. St. Albeit was bishop of the beginning of the sixteenth ? The means of correctwere not at hand, and they
of Vercelli, but was sent by the Pope to fill the ing their bewildered estimates
were not in a frame of mind to use them had they been.
Patriarchal Chair of Jerusalem. It may be per- Aboveall, sobriety of reckoning was not a part of the submitted us to question whether all of those who are lime excellence of the bishop of Chiapa. He stood, like
in the camp of Israel, between the living and the
reckoned among the erudite scholars and teach- Aaron
dead. Intent as he was on saving the aborigines from
ers of our day, could easily and at once locate their destroyers, everything concerning them was
their virtues, the
all the places herein already designated, or fill amplified to his vision, their numbers, them.
extent of the destruction brought
in the details of the stories hinted at, or have in The good bishop himself puts a upon
measuring-rod into our
clear mental view these men and women of noble hands by which we are enabled to bring his exaggerations
fibre, most decidedly nourished on plain living somewhere near to the sober fact. He was thoroughly
familiar with the island of Hispauiola. Yet he tells us
and high thinking."
that it is larger than Spain. In fact, it is about one-sixth
Note the affectionate wording of the saints' as large. Let us now divide 15,000,000 by six, and we
2,500,000. Is not this terrible enough '.'
titles as given in the oftices : Feast of St. Albert, have
us now Inquire this: Did Alexauderthe Sixth, and
Let
Patriarch of Jerusalem and our Law-Giver; St. his successors, assume authority to give to the sovereigns
Cyril (born in Constantinople), Confessor and of Castile and Portugal (Aragon was confessedly shut
over the American tribes '.' They certainly
Doctor of our Order; St. Peter Thomas (Patri- out) dominion have Alexander's
own word for this. As
did
not. We
arch of Constantinople and Legate of the Holy Professor Pastor informs us, in his History of the Popes,
See), Bishop and Martyr of our Order; St. Alexander, in a supplementary bull (which seems to have
curiously overlooked) explains that he means simply
Dionysius, Pope and Confessor of our Order; been
to authorize Portugal and Castile to exclude other ChrisBlessed Frances of Amboise, Duchess of Brit- tians from the new discoveries, and to lay on the two
tany, of holy life in our Order; feast of our sovereigns the obligation of sending missionaries to the

familiar

"

Indians.
holy father, John of the Cross; feast of St. This explanation of Alexander is still more emphatiTeresa, Virgin, and our Mother; feast of the cally borne out by the bull of Paul 111., fulminated in
Patronage of St. Joseph, Patron and Protector 1537. Cardinal Farnese, as we know, had beeu raised to
the purple by Alexander,and knew all his thoughts. The
of our Order; solemn feast of the Blessed Vir- irregularities of Borgia's private life in no way clouded
gin Mary of Mt. Carmel, Titular Patroness of the the orthodoxy of his public action. Even Savonarola's
whole order of Carmelites. Add to these the accusations against him appear to infer nothing contrary
to tikis. Now Alexauder knew, of course, that the Cathtwo very singular feasts that carry the mind olic Church distinctly disclaims jurisdiction over the unback, by means of the sweet tradition of Car- baptized. She says with St. Paul: " What have I to do to
<;,,,tinned on page 351.)

judge them that are without? " This is why Alexauder,
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so soon as his attention was called to the possibility of
misinterpretation, took occasion to signify that he did not
pretend to bestow a dominion which he himself did not
possess. This explanatory act, however, being issued on
a special occasion, seems to have drawn little attention.
Julius 11. was too much absorbed in Italian matters to
take much heed of the obscure reports from the dimly
descried Western Indies. In fact, it was not until after
the mighty conquests of Cortes, in 1520, followed by those
of Pizarro in 1532, that Europe became aware that there
were in America great commonwealths, compelling attention to the question of their rights. Before this nothing
had been known but disjointed aggregations of Indians,
who might be treated cruelly or mildly, but who could
hardly raise any question of national or political rights.
In 1537, however, the matter was ripe for solemn
adjudication. The conquest of Mexico, and then of Peru,
had been consolidated. The preliminary contest with
Protestantism had been fairly digested, leaving time for
a little look around. In Spain the Dominicans, and in
America all the orders alike, had been working night and
day to establish the rights of the natives. The ruin of the
aboriginal system was irrevocable, but it concerned the
friends of the Indians to see to it that the Spanish conquests should not veil themselves under any mantle of
ecclesiastical sanction. They should be known simply for
what they were, ordinary worldly conquests, effected by
worldly, and largely very odious, means. The Church
and her ministers should be committed to the defence of
every fragment of Indian sovereignty that survived, and
should not recognize the Castilian monarchs as lords
paramount of the Indies except so far as the Indians,
and their princes, freely professed themselves their
vassals.
Between the reign of Alexander VI. and that of Paul

111. intervened the Fifth Lateran Council. At this
Leo X. called attention to the fact that Boniface VIII., in
the stress of his life-and-death conflict with Philip the
Fair, had couched his expression of papal authority, in
the Unam Sanctam, in a generality of phrase which was
open to misunderstanding. Boniface says that by Divine
right " every human creature " is subordinate to the Roman Bishop. This seems to obscure the impassable barrier between those within and those without the pale of
baptism. As divines allow, a detiuitory bull must be acknowledged as infallible in doctrine but not necessarily
as happy in expression. In this, says Cardinal Bellarmine,
it differs from a sentence in Scripture. Accordingly Leo
X., and the Council, were not restrained by any Catholic
necessity from substituting, as they have done in fact, for
the phrase "every human creature" the more definite
phrase "all believers in Christ," onine* Ckristijiilehs.
The application of the former phrase is authoritatively
limited within the compass of the latter.
Thus, fully possessed, both by private and public
knowledge, of the meaning of Alexander VI., and supported by thestill more distinct explication of Catholic doctrine given in the Lateran Council, Paul 111 willingly
responding to the supplications of LasCasas and his Dominican brethren, issued in 1537 his celebrated bull,
wherein, under pain of excommunication, he forbids the
faithful to deny to the Indians their true human dignity,
to enslave or despoil them, and to infringe upon the legitimate sovereignty of their princes. The Church thus at
length placed an impregnable dike against future devastations. She could not do all she would, but she effectually stayed the work of destruction.
It was fortunate for the full effect of the edict of Paul
that the King of Spain then reigning, the great Emperor
Charles V., was a devoted disciple of Las Casas. Indeed,
says Sir Arthur Helps, every succeeding King of SpainPhilip the Second not excepted?as he came on the throne
earned for himself that title of Protector of the Indians
which the great Ximenes, in 1510, had created for Las
Casas. The title, Sir Arthur allows, was, indeed, borne
by Bartholomew in an incomparable and incommunicable
pre-eminence. Yet he is the illustrious leader of a long
line of illustrious followers, kings, viceroys, bishops, abbots, statesmen. The selfishness and niisgovernment of
the Spanish colonial system scarcely touched the Indians at all, who were also exempted from inquisitorial

,

authority.
Of these many Protectors of the Indians, the three most
eminent, besides Las Casas, may be said to be Paul 111.,
Isabella, and her mighty grandson Charles the Fifth. The
whole body of Spanish Dominicans, however, went as one
man with Las Casas, and the Bishop describes, with infinite satisfaction, how some of his brethren went so far
beyond himself in zeal as to have misgivings whether so
lukewarm a patron of aboriginal rights could be.in a
state of grace. His confessor at one time was old and

rather deaf, and the brethren of the monastery would
sometimes be greatly diverted to hear the worthy priest,
unconscious of the pitch of his own voice, thunder out:
go to hell, if you do not wake
"upBishop, you will certainly
your zeal in behalf of those poor Indians!"
The history of the long contest between the Church,
aided by the State, and unscrupulous private greed and
cruelty, is so picturesque, and at the same time so obscurely known among us, that I purpose giving somewhat
full communications upon it. Having read every word of
Las Casas' works, as giveu in the French version published by Llorente, together with the full historical comments of Llorente himself, and with the corresponding
works of Helps, Fiske, Hefele and Prescott, I shall certainly have only myself to blame if I can not give an account that shall put our vulgar sciolism in this department of Spanish history to the blush.
Charles C. Starbi <k.
.inducer. Mam.
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their faith, by giving them the New World.
Our errors, our vices, and our great crimes have
made us unworthy to hold it. We were born to
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN
carry on the line of the people of Israel, and we
FOREIGN LANDS.
have devoted our energies to creating and worMadrid, Oct. 8, 1898.
shipping false idols. We have departed from
The tragical death of her aunt, the Empress the law of God, and God has compelled us to
Elizabeth, following so swiftly upon the defeat listen to the voice of His justice."
Seiior Serrano's words tell us no news. It is
of her arms, and the loss of her chief colonies,
added one more pang to the sad heart of the the truth that speaks from every page of our hisbrave Queen Regent. The court was in mourn- tory. If Spain be not the people of God, lavishing until last Tuesday, but no exterior token of ing blood and treasure in the cause of justice and
mourning was needed to enhance the gloom that faith, a sublime Quixote in a world of Sancho
overhung Madrid when the soldiers began to ap- Pan/.as, she is not worth preserving, and her
pear. Soldiers? Yes, soldiers by the sign of story may as well be consigned to the archives
their uniforms, but actually spectres. The sight of the past.
It is generally considered a mistake to have
of these forlorn creatures, half dead, unable for
the most part to drag themselves along, has done convoked the Cortes, until the peace negotiations
more to exasperate public opinion in Spain than which began in Puna on the Ist of October are
concluded ; that is to say, until the time when
all the reports of reversesby land and seas.
The poor men died by the hundred, during the the treaty of peace must be presented to that
passage, and even while they were transported body for its approval. It might have been
from the ships to the hospitals. After three desirable before the protocol was signed, but
years of incessant effort to put down the insur- since the government did not think it necessary
rection, the Spanish soldiers, not even half-fed, to take that measure, and since it acted as other
and suffering privations of every kind, were in governments have done under similar circumno condition to encounter the combined forces stances, the meeting of the Cortes was perfectly
of the United States and Cuba. That they useless, and has served only to hinder the progmade so brave a fight is greatly to their credit, ress of the negotiations and diminish the authorand when they surrendered, if there were men ity of the Cabinet.
Sooner or later, a change in the administraamong them wTho were not sorry, one can hardly
meant
of
ending
the
tion is bound to come, and whatever ministry
wonder at it. Their defeat
of
possible
sight
the may succeed the Sagasta Cabinet, it is a foregone
terrible hardships, and the
conclusion, since upon this subject all parties
shores of Spain.
of
these agree, that one of the first reforms presented to
The Queen Regent has received fifty
poor sufferers into the hospital of Buen Suceso, the consideration of the Cortes will deal with
to be cared for at her expense, and served from obligatory military service, and it is to be hoped
the palace kitchens. Every day her Majesty that the costly staffs, which at present are suffivisits the hospital and cheers her patients with a cient for an army three or four times the size of
smile and a few encouraging words, bidding the the Spanish army, will also be reduced. Spain
men be of good courage and hope for better days. needs an energetic prime-minister, but where he
The archbishops of Toledo and Seville have is to be found does not readily appear. The fidone everything in their power to comfort the nancial question grows more and more pressing.
returning soldiers. On Sunday, Cardinal Sancha, The mint works night and day, turning out from
seated at the head of his table, entertained twelve its presses more than a millioncoins a day.
Seiior Leon y Castillo, returning to his post in
of the poor soldiers who have come home, ragged
and penniless, to Toledo. He bade them take Paris, carried with him the casket containing
heart; the defeat could never be laid at their the collar of the Golden Fleece, which is intended
door. It was not because Spanish soldiers had for the President of the French Republic. This
been found wanting that the hapless land was is the one which formerly decorated Marshal
MacMahon, and not Prince Pismarck, as had
now in mourning.
The archbishop of Seville has placed his been reported. According to the statutes and
palace at Umbrete, nine miles outside the city, regulations of the Order each new chevalier is
The obliged to pay certain fees which amount to a
at the service of the returned soldiers.
Capuchins have offered to take care of twenty good round sum.
invalids. The bishop of Mondofiedo sent money
When the sum total which he was expected
to disburse was announced to Bismark, he cateto the governor of Lugo to pay for the transportation of the sick, either to hospitals, or to their gorically declared that " however honored he
might feel to find himself selected as the object
own homes.
Of the seven hundred Sisters of Charity who of this lofty distinction, by his Majesty the King
went from Spain, to care for the sick and of Spain, he preferred to renounce it rather than
wounded, three hundred came home with the pay such exorbitant fees." King Alfonso, to
soldiers, three hundred are still in Cuban and whom the message of the thrifty Chancellor was
Porto Rican hospitals, and one hundred have conveyed, forebore to press the matter. Re sent
fallen victims of the war.
the decoration to the Prince free of all charges,
In a letter sent to the president of the Cuban and that the Order might loose nothing, his
parliament from Jaruco, Seiior Nicholas Serrano Majesty paid the charges from his privy purse.
Then, lest a precedent be established, he took
says': " For the past twenty years, I have striven,
influence,
step. He assembled the council of the
political
the
limits
of
a
radical
my
within
modest
to warn my countrymen against the mistaken Order, and by an additional article to the rules,
policy which, sooner or later, must result in a it was specifiedthat henceforth foreign chevaliers
catastrophe and the loss of our ultramarine pos- should be exempt from all taxation.
sessions (which were not, and never should have
One hardly expected it of Spain, that she
been called, colonies) and very possibly in the would cling so fondly to the ashes of the man
whose splendid gift she rashly squandered and
ruin of Spain herself.
flung to all the winds. But it seems she dis" I make no pretensions to the gift of prophecy, trusted the mercantile instincts of the Yankee,
but these melancholy predictions have been ful- and so the dust of the great Genoese makes one
filled. To some men this catastrophe may have more?and let us hope final?journey.
come as a surprise, but to me it is but the logical
General Foreign Notes.
consequence of our own folly, and a well-deserved
When
Brescia set up its monument to Aleschastisement from Providence.
our
sandio Bonvicino, called Moretto, who filled her
"Almighty God crowned the efforts of
purity
of churches with his noble paintings, the committee
heroic ancestors and rewarded the
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of inauguration conceived the happy idea of giving the oratorio of Lorenzo Perosi, the Resurrection of Lazarus," composed last winter in
Venice, and sung in that city with great ap-

"

plause.
Lorenzo Perosi is a young priest, twenty-five
years of age, chapel-master at St. Mark's iti
Venice. This is his third oratorio, and the fame
of his genius has extended throughout musical
Italy. The Abate Perosi himself directed the
orchestra, eighty instruments and one hundred
and twenty chorus singers. The solos were, of
course, sung by first-class artists. The enthusiasm of the vast audience, steadily rising, reached
its climax when, the oratorio having apparently
ended, suddenly a lienerficamus Domino burst
from the two hundred performers. It would be
in vain to attempt to describe the effect upon the
audience. Again and again it was called for,
till the modest Abate, kissing the hand of the
bishop of Brescia, saluted the audience, and left

Thk Italian historiographer has recently recognized in the old cemetery of Santa Croce the
tomb of the celebrated architect and sculptor
Ghiberti, who made the famous gates of the Baptistery in Florence, those gates which Michael
Angelo declared were " worthy of paradise." It
has been believed that the remains of this arlist
were lost beyond discovery.
The residence of the Jesuits in Rheims has
just lost one of its most distinguished members,
Father Joseph Jenner. Re was a child of Catholic Alsace, where lofty thoughts and spiritual
devotion are in the blood. A Christian education, brilliant classical and theological studies tit
Strasburg, several years at the free college of
Kolmar, and then the new stamp impressed on
both heart and intellect, in passing through the
long course with the Jesuits, had gradually made
him an accomplished priest, an orator no less attractive than apostolic, and an altogether charming companion in social life. He was known
from one end of France to the other, in convents,
colleges, clubs, patronages, country churches and
city cathedrals, but his favorite work was giving
retreats to the clergy. He was just opening one
when the summons of death came. He was
brought back to Rheims, where he wished to die.
Here he had lived joyfully,working and praying,
and here he died, in the breach, so to speak, like
a true soldier of God.
A PROMINENT German official in Africa gives
his opinion concerning the missions that dispute with one another for the souls of the dark
continent. "Of all the missions the only ones
that are good for anything, the ones that really
do useful work, and those which we ought to try
to attract into Africa?in which event, we should
are
make every effort to get rid of the others
missions.
the
ones
They
are
Roman Catholic
who know how to turn these natives into men
equipped for the battle of life, into good workers. Their faith is sincere, and there is no exaggeration in it, and their results are genuine.
Protestant missions are generally business
affairs, so many advertisements, so much shop.
The ministers devote themselves to preparing
flaming reports, and in order to secure as large
a number of pupils as possible, they pay the
negroes for coming into their schools, and after
counting so many pupils, they trouble themselves
very little whether they really come or not."
An Englishman who heard these remarks fully
agreed with the speaker, and added "They call
?

"

:

the church of the Scotch mission the ' calico
church,' because the ministers use that material
to tempt the blacks to come to the services.
They stopped giving calico at one time and the
attendance diminished, until the temple was
quite empty. In one large village, where there
are thousands of blacks, there are only fifteen
children in the English mission school."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
IN THE MAGAZINES.
The Philippine Problem.

Without waiting to see what decision will be
reached by the commissioners who are charged
with considering the subject, the magazine
writers continue to discuss the Philippine question
as if it were a settled fact that this country will
hereafter control the entire group of islands.
Dean C. Worcester contributes to the current
Century Magazine an article on the Knotty
Problems of the Philippines"; and to his mind
one of the chief problems which will confront
the government, in the event of its controlling
the Philippines, will be how to deal with the
friars out there. Mr. Worcester accepts as correct, despite the fact that reputable writers
acquainted with the Philippines, men like Professor Blumentritt and ex-Minister Barrett, have
testified to the contrary, all the calumnies which
have been circulated regarding the Philippine
friars. He even adds to those calumnies, and
paints these friars in darkercolors than any other
writer has presented them to the public gaze;
though he graciously admits that they are not all
depraved and incompetent. He holds, like the
editor of the Independent, that the Catholic
Church in this country should send missionaries
to the Philippines, in other words, apply the
remedies for the evils and abuses which, according to his prejudiced view, exist in the Philippine Church. Perhaps the real motive of Mr.
Worcester's defamation of the Philippine friars
is to be found, however, in his desire to see Protestant preachers at work in the archipelago.
Even if the American church
which, by the
way, would have no warrant for interfering in
the Philippines even if the whole archipelago be
sends missionaries to
taken by this country
these eastern islands, Mr. Worcester asserts that
there is a large body of the islanders who will
never forgive the friars for their alleged treatment of them; and for these Filipinos, he adds
other churches than the Catholic one will be
needed. If the reader takes the trouble to confront some of the statements which Mr. Worcester makes in this article with others contained
in it, he will find that his assertions do not
always tally. For instance, he admits that there
is a school system in the Philippines, and he says
that the Filipinos are eager to learn. The
natural result of this would be at least a fair
education among the people. Mr. Worcester,
however, in order to make a point against the
Church, forgets all consistency and declares that
widespread ignorance prevails. In another
place he declares that the Jesuits in the Philippines are allowed to do missionary work only

"
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original portrait of the discoverer for one of the
panels in the rotunda of our national Capitol,
visited Havana, he searched everywhere for a
better one without success. He called upon the
friars, says Mr. Jenkins, who had charge of the
churches?the habit of calling all Spanish
priests friars was in vogue with American writers
even then, it would appear
and was treated
with the greatest kindness. This diary tells us
that a certain number of the Havanese people
claim that Columbus' first landing was made on
the site of their city, a claim which, so Mr.
Jenkins states, is perpetuated in one of the large
paintings in the Cclumbus memorial at Havana,
where the discoverer is represented as attending
the first Mass said on American soil, surrounded
by Indians with uplifted hands, crying "Havana,"
which word, we are told, signified their Deity.
In this instalment of extracts from Mr. Jenkins'
interesting diary is also given a description of
Holy Week at Matanzas as seen by the Ameri?

can painter.
Through German Glasses.
An estimate of Bismarck as he appeared
through German glasses is given the readers of
the Forum in the paper contributed to its pages
by Dietrich Schiifer, professor of history in the
I'niversity of Heidelberg. Naturally the estimate
of the ex-chancellor is an exalted and flattering
one. When he comes to consider Bismarck's
attempt to crush the Church in Germany Professor Schafer says that when Bismarck undertook
to form the German empire, he found that the
idea of Russian supremacy in German affairs was

hotly contested by the Catholic clergy. Their
opposition to such supremacy, however, was not,
he adds, due to any antagonism on their part to
German unification. The Catholic clergy were
as desirous as any other German body for that
unity; but they naturally desired to see it established under a Catholic leader, and they wanted,
so the Professor asserts, Austria included as an
integral constituent of the empire. Whether or
not this statement be correct, Professor Schiifer
certainly misrepresents the German Catholics
when he remarks, farther on in his paper, that
the reason why the Centrum came into existence
was because the CatlLolics in Germany desired to
see a restoration of papal supremacy in secular
affairs. The real reason of the Centrum's organization was to counteract and defeat the attempts

of the secular authorities to control ecclesiastical
affairs. Doctor Schiifer asserts that no man but
Bismarck could have come out of the Kulturkampf conflict without a loss of prestige, an assertion which is as complimentary to the Centrists
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of men when their work was similar, and of
opening new careers to them and procuring work
for them, to replace that lost to them by male
competition. Later on in her life, Mademoiselle
Daubie applied herself to the task of elevating
the standard of the female schools in France. In
doing this she deemed it her duty to ask for the
suppression of the practice which granted "letters of obedience," as they were called, to nuns
employed in teaching. Mademoiselle Daubie
held that the nuns, like all other teachers, should
be appointed solely because of their qualifications
to teach. She took pains, however, to have it
distinctly understood that in asking for the revocation of the practice which granted certificates
to all nuns applying for them, she by no means
waged any crusade against the Church or the
sisterhoods. What she aimed at was the improvement of the female schools, and the first
step in that direction she rightly considered to
be the securing of competent teachers, to the exclusion of unqualified ones. When some enemies of the Church endeavored to give a secular
and anti-Catholic tone and coloring to her movement, she promptly protested against such misrepresentation of her aims and efforts. She was
no woman's rights advocate in the modern
meaning of the term. She held, so the Countess
dc Magallon tells us, that w onian will become in
society whatever she is capable and worthy of
being. It was her impression that the working
classes of her sex suffered most from lack of education andfrom centralization ; and theremedies
she sought to apply to their condition were better
education in youth and the reconstitution of the
family, somewhat broken by the conditions of
modern industry. Mademoiselle Daubie did not
live long enough to carry out all her cherished
projects for the betterment of the condition of
her sisters; and her death occurred in 1874, when
she was in her forty-fifth year.
T

Christian Legends.
Miss A. G. Freer sends the Contemporary Review a very readable article on The Christian
Legends of the Hebrides,'* in the course of which
occurs this passage that may be profitably read
by the individuals who are given to sneering at
Catholic reverence for pious pictures. After alluding to the fact that among the Hebrideansshe
found a large volume of folk-lore consisting of
legends about the earthly life of Christ and Mis
Blessed Mother, Miss Freer adds: I have selected a few stories bearing upon the life, especially the childhood of our Lord, not, as might
at first be supposed, to illustrate the ignorance,
but rather the reverence, the natural piety of the
islanders, who, though left for generations without books, without teachers, have so taken the
pictures of the holy life into their hearts and
lives that, while the outline remains in its original purity, the painting has been touched with
local color, and the eastern setting of two hundred years ago has been translated into terms of
the daily life of these simple dwellers of the
outer Hebrides." The islands where Miss Freer
found this wealth of Christian legends whereof
she writes so pleasantly in her article, belong to
the Scotch diocese of Argyll and the Isles; and
the period to which she refers when she says
that the people were left for generations without
teachers or books to instruct them in Christian
wisdom, was probably the time following the
apostacy of many of the chiefs of the clans from
their ancestral faith to Protestantism ; in consequence of which not a few of the islanders forsook their native hills and glens and crossed the
ocean in quest of that religious liberty which was
denied them at home. There are many descendants of those Scottish exiles to be found even
today among the Catholics of Canada, whence
some of them have found their way into this

as to the ex-chancellor. He also states that the
Centrum has reason to be grateful to Bismarck
for unifying Germany, since German unity, he
thinks, has added greatly to the strength of the
Catholic party, because that is no longer comamong the Moros; forgetful of the fact, which pelled, as formerly, to deal with the individual
he admits, that their greatest triumphs were won parliaments of the several German states, but
in the island of Mindanao, in which, as he ac- can concentrate its efforts and bring all its inknowledges, only a small percentage of the people fluence to bear upon the Reichstag.
are Moros. It should be stated to Mr. WorcesA Learned French Woman.
ter's credit, however, that he duly praises the
The Countess dc Magallon contributes to the
excellent educational work which the Jesuits
have done and are still doing in the Philippines. NouvelleRevue an appreciativesketch of a learned
countrywoman of hers, Mademoiselle Yictorie
In Old Cuba.
Daubie, who was born in 1829 of an old Lorraine
In this magazine appears a second instalment family, and who was accounted one of the most
of extracts from the journal kept by Jonathan S. erudite and best educated women of France in
Jenkins, an American miniature painter who her day. This lady's education was largely suspent some time in Cuba in 1859. In oneextract pervised by her brother, who was the cure of a
mention is made of the bust of Columbus which parish in Lorraine : but Mademoiselle Daubie was
adonis the memorial temple erected in his always learning, as she herself often said, and
honor at Havana, which building Sir. Jenkins her last evening upon earth was spent in the
calls the Louvre of the Cuban capital. This bust preparation of a thesis to be presented by her for
is pronounced by him to be the best likeness of her doctor's degree. At the age of twenty-five
Columbus extant; and he says that when, in his Mademoiselle Daubie won a prize offered by the
time in Cuba, Yanderlyn, an American artist Academy of Lyons for the best article dealing
who was charged with the task of securing an with the question of raising women to the level count! v.
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THE SACRED

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Oct. 80. Twenty-second Sundayafter
Pentecost. Epistle, Philip. L, 16-11; gospel, St.
Matt, xxii., 15-21.
The hypocrisy or double
dealing of the Pharisees was never more clearly
illustrated than it is in the gospel of today.
These wary plotters and self-deceivers laid a plan
to entrap our Divine Redeemer, and how simply
they were defeated by His heavenly wisdom.
They wished to present Him to the world as an
opposer of the civil law, but their cunning was
of no avail. For when they asked Him if it was
lawful to give tribute to Ctesar Our Lord bade
them render unto Ctesar the things that were
Ctesar's, and unto God the things that were God's.
This was conclusive, unanswerable, and the
Pharisees went upon their way baffled, and
their wicked conspiracy came to naught, as
far as they were concerned. Yet a lesson has
come to us down the ages through their
actions, and today, when we are in doubt
as to which course we shall take as Christians and citizens, we turn to the Scripture page
on which appears the admonition,
" Render,
ti.erefore, to Ctesar the things that are Caesar's;
and unto God the things that are God's." We
need no lawyer to explain to us this lucid passage. Every man can interpret it for himself. It
teaches us loyalty to good government, fidelity
to our superiors in all relations of life, and, finally,
obedienceto the Supreme Ruler of the Universe.
If we follow its injunctions we shall be better
citizens and better members of the Church of
God. There need be no clashing between civil
and religious rulers, if we rightly understand the
significance of the command of Jesus Christ.
These have each their duties to perform, and our
submission to them should cause no unfaithfulness to either. They may not be faultless, but
they are in positions which demand, lawfully,
our submission. To rebel against them is to place
ourselves somewhat in the position of the fallen
angels, who revolted against the supremacy of
God. Therefore, obedience to our government,
to our parents, if we are still under their jurisdiction, and to our employers, is an imperative
duty. In religious matters our obedience to
God comprises all our claims to salvation, and to
our priests, the representatives of God upon
earth, we owe willing compliance in the things
that come within the scope of their authority.
There is no escaping the precepts set forth in
the gospel which we are considering. We can
not sin against human law nor violate divine law,
and often these two are so closely interwoven
that we can not disassociate one from the other.
If we are drunkards, fornicators, blasphemers,
we are offending the laws of both God and man,
and in these transgressions we are not rendering unto God the things that are God's or
unto Ctesar the things that are Ca>sar's; we
are simply miscreants, enemies of society as
well as of heaven, and are liable to punishment
both here and hereafter. And why should we
be undutiful to properly constituted authority?
Some will answer that they have temptations to
sin that they can not resist, and they will say,
too, that they are not saints, as if these holy people, whose feast we celebrate this week, did not
have to resist as great if not greater assaults of
the devil than ordinary men. In the long line
of the canonized there is not one soul that has
not been through the fiery furnace of temptation.
Do not imagine for a moment that they won
their crowns of immortal glory without bitter
strife with the destroyer of souls. Their contest
to overcome the weaknesses of the flesh was an
endless one here upon earth, and they had no
rest until they found the life that knows no ending. They were flattered and cajoled by the
devil even as Jesus Christ was by the Pharisees,
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Religous Maxims.
FEAST OF ALL SAINTS.

Sunday.

God's work can only be done by those who
wear the yoke of Christ.
O Christ, give Tliou to us Thine own sweet rest!
Of all Thy precious gifts it is the best;
Then souls a-weary,
With their failures dreary,
Shall take heart and renew their heavenly quest.

All saints and all sinners who attain to eternal

life are closely joined together in the solemnities
of the first two days of November. The morrow
of All Saints' day is All Souls' day. The joy of
Paradise and the weariness of its vestibule are

both offered to our thoughts and almost at the
same time. We quickly leave praying to the
However wise a man may be, he ought to seek saints in glory to begin praying for the sinners
counsel and direction from the ministers of God. in purgatory. And this is a beautiful way of
Because my enemy doth hate me .sore,
meditating on the future life, for love is too unI fix my gaze beyond him anil above,
selfish to tarry long with a happy friend while
And lift, as shield to all his fiery darts,
A heart of love.
there is another friend outside the door in a state
of great unhappiness.
Tuesday.
Holy Church would have us measureour charGod sends us afflictions for various reasons :
first, to increase our merits; second, to preserve ity for the souls in purgatory by our value of the
in us the grace of God ; third, to punish us for joys of heaven. And experience tells how very
our sins; fourth, to show forth His glory and great an effect this has on us, for we see everyother attributes.
where among Catholics an intense affection for
rosaries,
Mother,
So take these
and with them bind us the poor souls waiting at heaven's gate, much infast;
tensified by the sights and sounds from within
Make of these beads firm fetters for linking us closer
that gate which have been granted us beforehand
to thee;
Loving, obedient sons, we never have been in the past,
But now thy dutiful sons and slaves we are longing
to be.

Wednesday.

Do not think of your faults, still less of
In every person who comes
others' faults.
near you look for what is good and strong;
honor that, rejoice in it, and as you can, try to
imitate it; and your faults will drop off like
dead leaves when their time comes.

on the feast of All Saints.
Now there is a strict duty of friendship to be
fulfilled in praying for the departed. They are
our relatives, our former companions in the journey of life, our former associates in business and
in pleasure. Can there be any doubt of this ?
Do you suppose that the suffering souls were any
worse Christians than you are yourselves ? In
some cases, yes; but these were exceptions.
Nearly all who have gone before us are about
the same as those whom they have left after them

Prisoners of holy Hope, wearing thy beautiful bond
Glorious slavery,'sweeter than all the false freedom
?poor, weak, sinful mortals, sinning and repentof sin!
Lightsome the shackles fast locked on our limbs by a ing, stumbling and falling and rising again, and
Mother so fond,
finally disappearing in the grave.
Pledge of a lasting liberty thou wilt help us to win !
We have every hope that they were forgiven
Thubsday.
their sins, but what about their full atonement?
?

Nothing brings more bondage than too much They have paid the great debt, but what about
liberty.
the last farthing?the affections still clinging to
Fetters that melody make as we move thro' this desert of passionate indulgence, the lowness of motives,
fear,
the gross inclinations chained, indeed, but not
Golden tone of the Pater, the Aye's silver chime,
tamed? What about the venial sins committed
With ever the cadence of Ora pro Nobis until we hear
The peal of the heavenly bells ringing eternal Prime. by them, as by ourselves in tens and hundreds
every day?the nasty little lies, the mean selfishFriday.
meet
him
on
battlefield
sin.
We
the
of
He ness, the slothful habits, the greediness at table,
overcome.
Vanquished,
has often been
he rises the worship of men's opinions, the vanity, the
and
on.
His
are
again
enemies
fights
many self-conceit, the snappish temper, the silliness
yet
and terrible to look upon. But his weapons are and giddiness, the harbored aversion even for
mighty. God has placed them in his hands. relatives, the petty dishonesty what about all
His struggle is a noble one a struggle unto this which we know must be atoned for by them,
life. And surely as God lives above him that because, like ourselves, they were commonplace
struggle will end in victory. God help this Christians? We ought to have a fellow-feeling
for them ; we ought to thank God that we can
struggler !
interpose in their behalf. Blessed be the prayers
When the tierce falcon hovers near,
The little fledglings run to hide
we say for them, true pledges of friendship;
Beneath their mother's wings: and there,
blessed the Masses offered for them in this their
Till threatened perils pass, abide.
day of gloom and desolation! How well they
Satukday.
realize the truthof the Scripture saying, "Blessed
The noblest service comes from nameless
is the man who hath found a true friend."
hands, and the best servant does his work unseen.
But there is a yet closer bond between us and
So, Mother Mary, when the foe
the souls in purgatory than that of friendship,
Pursues us with his fury blind,
however strong that may be. We mean the bond
AYe hide us 'neath thy wings of snow,
And, in thy bosom, safety find.
of common guilt. We mean the dreadful fact that
we are participators in that guilt of theirs for
but they saw through the designs of the evil one the imperfect repentance of which they nowsuffer
and yielded not. So, obeying civil and heavenly even after forgiveness. They committed venial
laws, they passed to glory. So may you, if you sins, but who made them do it ? You provoked
are sincere and approve of the better things them to the anger they suffer for, you poisoned
prayed for in the epistle of today.
their minds with envy, you failed to teach
Monday, Oct. 31. Vigil of All Saints. Fast them rightly if they were your children, you
embittered their hearts if they were your
Day.
Tuesoav, Nov. 1. All Saints. Holyday of parents.
Come forward, then, and bear your own share
Obligation.
the burden. If not from friendship's love, at
of
Wednesday, Nov. '2. All Souls.
least from the urgent call of justice, take a share
Thubsday, Nov. 3. Of the Octave.
of the sufferings of the poor souls in purgatory,
FiiiDAV, Nov. 4. St. Charles Borromeo, Bishop for you had a share in their guilt. By so doing
and Confessor. SS. Vitalis and Agricola,Martyrs. you will hasten the happy hour of their deliverSatukday, Nov. 5. Of the Octave.
ance, and earn a share in their heavenly joy.
?

?
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" Madam, in all my life I have never touched a class that I mean to refer in this paper. I indrop of liquor. Now that lam come to die I tend to direct my remarks to the boys who are
think it too late to begin."
always ahead of time when there is no necessity
"THE PLEDGE AND THE WORKING MAN."
for it. They are so impatient of restriction or
Fkaternal societies that persist in placing
The Rev. John J. Kean, the incumbent of the
control that they can not wait for a plan to
to drink in the way of their memtemptations
Father Mathew chair at the Catholic University,
and often spoil their chances by their
bers ought to change the title. Fraternal" they mature,
Washington, D. C, delivered, recently, in the
"
impetuosity.
They are the fools who rush in
are not, by any means.
church of the Paulist Fathers, New York, a lecwhere angels fear to tread, and they attempt
ture on"The Total Abstinence Pledge and the
At Dartmouth College there are two hundred things which they are unfitted by nature and
Working Man," in which he pointed out that scholarships, worth on the average $50 each. training to accomplish. Hence failure, disaster
excessive indulgence in intoxicants was limited Not one of these is granted to any student, under and often death.
to no particular class of people ; that while even any circumstances, unless he is a total abstainer
You can always tell them whenever you see
the brightest minds, such as Byron, Burns and from the use of drink as a beverage.
them. They are the fellows who jump on and
Poe, and numbers of the highest professions were
Aftbb years of study, says an observer, I am off of cars while they are still in motion. They
not entirely exempt, and that even in the manconvinced that the treating custom is the root are the fresh j'oung chaps who leave church besions of the rich it found its victims, yet among
cause of a great part of our social and even polit- fore Mass is over, and not infrequently insult the
the working people the temptations were the ical disorders. The
treating custom makes preacher by even going out before his sermon
strongest, most numerous and most disastrous. ninety per cent,
of our drunkards, and seventy is finished.
Asa cure some economists proposed prohibition,
That they sometimes meet with accidents is not
cent,
of the inmates of the insane asylums
per
others regulation by license. Something could
strange.
They invite them by their actions. They
get there through drinking. Treating springs
be said in favor of both, but to the mind of the
crowd,
they
jostle to get ahead of everyone else,
from a false sense of hospitality and good fellowspeaker the most practical and effective was the 8hi
for no especial purpose, but simply out of
and
Premedy of Father Mathew?the total abstinence
what Josh Billings, or some other American
It is reported upon good authority that at one humorist, might call pure cussedness.
pledge. To many taking the pledge is repellant;
They
the suggestion seems to signify that they needed of the camps, two regiments of a certain brigade have no definite aim, only a vague idea that they
it because of previous drunken habits. Yet were compelled to make a forced march of fifteen must keep going. Now lam far from wishing to
many illustrious men have taken it, and though miles in four hours and a half, through stifling discourage well directed energy and effort, but I
never addicted to excess, have experienced mate- heat and dust, on the 26th of June, with but two simply wish to impress upon my boys the notion
rial benefit from it in increased health and endur- stops of six minutes each. More than half the that thought should precede action, and they
men were prostrated and one man died on the should not
ance of mental strain and fatigue.
give way to the promptings of blind
Manning,"
"Cardinal
he continued, "became way,? and all this, it is said, to win two dozen impulse.
a total abstainer,by chance. Meeting one day a bottles of champagne, on a bet made between
Before adopting any business they should condrunken working man in London, he remonstrated two officers.
sider what their chances of success are, and not
with him. All at once the man, made bold by
Arrangements have been completed for the jump at conclusionswhich maybe erroneous. And
drink, exclaimed
I will take the pledge if you establishment in the Greenville section of Jersey after entering upon any calling they should not
'
will.' 'All right, my friend,' was the reply, 'I City of a home for inebriates, to be conducted throw themselves out of a situation, trusting to
will do so. Come to my house and we will take under the managementof several Catholic priests. luck to put them into another. Luck sometimes
it together.' "
The chief promoter of the movement is the Rev. favors a man, but to have implicit confidence in
The working man, the reverend lecturer went J. McErlain of Mount Dope, N. J. It has the it is to act the part of an irresponsible being that
on to say, took stimulant, imagining it gave him sanction of Bishop Wigger. Father McErlain has no rule, but only instinct, for its guide.
strength for his work and cheer in hours of sor- is a strong advocate of temperance and has writFailures in business frequently come from lack
row and depression, but experience and doctors ten a great deal on the subject. A site for the of foresight, from being too previous," and the
" only himself for his
showed that the strength, even in the case of institution has been purchased. The home will bankrupt has often to blame
moderate drinkers, was short-lived, and the cheer be open to all persons who desire to be freedfrom financial trouble. And he not only ruins himand comfort illusory, being paidfor by redoubled the drinking habit. Father McErlain's method self but also innocent persons by his lack of
subsequent sadness, as well as by a considerable of treatment will be explained when the insti- caution. Young men for action and old men
percentage of his scar.t and hard-earned wages. tution is opened. A number of priests in the for counsel is a motto which all my boys should
He continued :
Newark diocese, it is said, have become inter- heed. Before adopting any course they should
" The total abstinence pledge has twofold ested in the project.
profit by the advice of those who have had more
power for good. It benefits the abstainer, but it
than they could possibly have in their
Doyle
experience
Fathkk
of the Paulist Fathers states
also benefits others through him by inducing them
comparatively
brief space of existence. A person
that he favors total abstinence, first, because it is
to abstain. It makes him become an active
a cure for intemperance ; second, as a method of may learn in a few weeks from the mature more
apostle of temperance, and his example encour- prevention ; and
third, for religious reasons. than could be gained in years of blind groping
ages others to imitate him, illustrating, as it does,
Total abstinence is the only approved cure for in any pursuit with which he is unacquainted.
in his social and domestic life, what temperance
the vice of intemperance. Intemperance enters Rome was not built in a day, and a youthful
will do for a man. What an amount of sin and
into all the relations of man, and ruins him ac- person can not leap at once to any position in
vice, want and unhappiness would be eliminated
cordingly. In the first place, it destroys his life that is worth occupying. There is an old
from the world were all working men to take the
physical life, to demonstrate which he quotes in- adage which says one must creep before one can
pledge, beginning with the more respectable surance and medical
testimony. In the next walk, and it is as true now as when it was written.
and well-to-do among them. The only positive, place, it enters into
his home life, ruininghim and Knowledge does not come by intuition, but by
sure and universal rule to avoid drunkenness others, and
by destroying the family, undermines study and observation, though of course some
and its train of evils is abstinence. Let drink social order. Finally, it enters into his
relation- are more ready to master a thing than others.
alone and it will let you alone. Play with the ship with God. People should
be total abstainers There is, however, this to be said about the slow
serpent and the chances are that it will sometime for the purpose of giving good example to their learners. They oftentimes retain what they
turn and bite you."
children, their families, and their neighbors. The acquire in the way of information longer than
Father Kean concluded by earnestly exhorting religious motive should be sufficient to make those of quicker apprehension hold on to what
all present, for the sake of themselves and others nearly every one refrain from drinking
intoxi- they learn with apparent ease. Therefore, a
dear to them, especially those in their homes, to cating liquors.
young man should never be discouraged if he
become total abstainers and to induce others to
docs not as readily grasp a subject as his neighbor.
do likewise.
The
latter is apt to become careless and too
F
r
i
e
n
d
l
y
H
ints.
<??
"
previous,"
owing to what he regards as his
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
natural smartness. In the race of life, the old
ON BEING "TOO PREVIOUS."
An exchange tells a touching story of the last
fable of the hare and tortoise should be borne
hours of Colonel James Mulligan, the gallant
There is a class ofyoung fellows whose members constantly in mind.
the
which
illustrates
are
never on time. They are always procrastisoldier,
Irish-American
The too previous" young fellow is prone to
"
wonderful devotion to principle that character- nating, and they are forever saying when any make snap judgments. He condemns or approves
ized him in all the acts of his life. He was an plan is proposed, "Tomorrow," which is equiva- off-hand and without reflection, and his self-asuncompromising teetotaller, and remained so to lent in meaning to the Spanish " Manana," sertiveness is likely to shut him out of positions
the last. Dying of three ghastly wounds, the that has brought Spain so much trouble. that he might otherwise have held. An employer,
woman at whose house he lay proffered, as a Procrastination is not only the thief of time, but or a patron, desires a young man to have a
cordial, brandy she had saved from raiding sol- it is often the thief of reputation, for the man modest confidence in himself, but he will not
diers. He declined the offer, saying, with a calm who indulges in it loses the good name of being bear the superficial audacity of the "too previous."
and gentle smile upon his death-bedewed face: an active, energetic man. But it is not to this
Benedict Bell.
Temperance.
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Our Future Men and Women.
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.

SAUEED fIEAET EEVIEW

Portland, Conn., Oct. ?'>, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
It is a long time since I wrote to you. I am in the
second year high school course. My studies are Latin,
literature, algebra, physics, and physiology. School commences at 8.30 o'clock and ends at 1 o'clock. lam taking
the classical course. This summer I made a collection of
mounted plants for botany. Some of them are stitch wort,
rattlesnake-weed, yellow rocket, healall, yellow clover,
false spikenard, chickweed, ground ivy, blue star-grass,
yellow star-grass, cinquefoils, ox-eyed daisy, blue iris,
startiower, wild geranium, buttercup,sheep-sorrel,scarlet
painted-cup, columbine, wild garlic, primrose, evening
primrose, bitter cress, red clover, and white clover, with
many others. Enclosed please find answer to geographical
?

How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Review,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you send in your name andbe enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if
you are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
puzzle.
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
Your loving nephew,
($2) is paid to this office direct.J
Walter Vincent
?

Somebody Else.
Who is Somebody Else ? I should like to know.
Does be live at the North or South ?
Or is it a lady fair to see,
Whose name is in every one's mouth?
For Meg says, " Somebody Else will sing,"
Or, " Somebody Else can play."
And Jack says, " Please let Somebody Else
Do some of the errands today."
If there's any hard or unpleasant task,
Or difficult thing to do,
'Tis always offered to Somebody Else.
Now, isn't this very true ?
But if some fruit or a pleasant trip
Is offered to Dick or Jess,
We hear not a word about Somebody Else.
Why ? I will leave you to guess.

dc

Paul

Barry.

Walter's list of wild flowers which grow in his neighborhood is extremely interesting. Uncle Jack is sorry
he did not mention the dates on which he found each
variety. Will he describe his method of preserving his
specimens? Some of the other wild flower enthusiasts
might find it helpful. Has Walter read any of the intertstiDg wild flower books which have been published
within the last five years? He will find Mrs. Charles
Starr Dana's and Mr. Franklin Mathew's about the
best. Will Walter write Uncle Jack about his favorite
character of history or fiction? Uncle Jack is anxious
to know whom his young folks admire most and why
they admire them.

Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 0, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I have never written to you before, but I have started
to do so a great many times. My mamma has taken the
The words of cheer for a stranger lad,
Sacred Heart Review for a number of years. Mamma
This Somebody Else will speak;
likes the editorials and I like " Sense and Nonsense " and
And thepoor and helpless who need a friend
the children's letters. In last week's Review I saw one
Good Somebody Else must seek,
that interested me very much. It was written by Marcella
The cup of cold water in Jesus' Name,
Mahoney, a little girl I know. I have one sister, Nellie,
Oh! Somebody Else will offer,
and two brothers, Mathew and John. My sister is nine
And the words of love for a broken heart,
years old and I am eight, and my brothers are seven and
Brave Somebody Else will proffer.
five. We have some very handsome King Charles spaniels.
Their names are Duke and Duchess of Marlborough. My
There are battles in life we only can fight,
papa values Duke at $200. We have at present two King
And victories, too, to win,
Charles puppies which are very cute. I had a canary-bird,
And Somebody Else can not take our place,
but the cats ate her; that is all the pets I have had. I like
When we shall have entered in;
my school teacher very much. Her name is Mrs.
But if Somebody Else has done his work,
Stephenson. This is my second year in grammar school.
While we for our ease have striven,
Of my studies I like best geography and arithmetic. I
be
the
blessed
reward
only
'Twill
fair if
think I will bring my letter to a close.
To Somebody Else is given.
Your niece,
Susie L. Glynn.
Geographical Puzzle, Completed.
Uncle Jack is very glad so many of his little readers
thought of writing him all at the same time. This
One day as Lawrence was sitting in his library Headseems to be a great week for first letters. Susie must
Oh,
his
sister
in
and
said:
I
have
brother,
came
ing,
"
be
sure to write a second letter soon. Of course she's
just finished drawing that Buffalo."
to join the League of Defenders of the Holy Name
going
he
ye
said,
Oh,
looked
at
it
and
looks
3;
Her brother
"
and
do
what she can to put downbad words and to make
as if he were ready for a Race."
reparation to God for the abuse of His holy name, isn't
Flattery;
is,"
know
it
said
his
sister.
you
" That isyou really think of it?"
she?
What do
I
Fear
the
is
say,
only
large
head too
Watbrbury, Ct., Oct. 2, 1898.
" I mean what I
Dear Uncle Jack:
for the rest of the body "
I read the letters from your nephews and nieces each
it," sighed Elizabeth.
" Well, I had a time drawing
She then turned to her cousin and said, " What do you week in the Sacred Heart Review, but have never seen
any from Waterbury boys or girls, so I thought I would
think of it, Charles'"
the Moosehead you drew write you and answer the puzzle.
better
than
splendid;
It
is
"
My mother takes the paper and likes it very much.
the other day. It is copied from the picture that Unc'e
Waterbury is quite an interesting place. It has nine
Henry has, isn't it?"
Roman Catholic churches, a parochial school with conused
beto
Yes," replied his cousin, " the one that
vent of Sisters of Charity, and convent of Notre Dame
long to Augusta."
for young ladies.
Igo to St. Mary's school. lam in the sixth grade and
Answers to the geographical puzzle were received
I am twelve years old.
Keller,
N.
W.
H.;
Manchester,
M.
C.
from Florence
I think you will be tired reading my letter by this time,
Reardon, Poquonock, Conn.; Walter Vincent dc Paul so I will close, asking you to overlook all mistakes.
Barry, Portland, Conn.; Marion Haynes, Concord, N.
Your new nephew,
H.; Alice A. Gilligan, Portsmouth, N. H.; Ruth Kelley,
Lawrence Butler.
Concord, N. H.; Lawrence Butler, Waterbury, Conn.;
There were no mistakes to overlook, and Lawrence is
John Donahoe Murphy, Pittslield ; Gertrude Reynolds, invited to write a much longer letter next time. He
New HayeD, Conn.; Mamie Durand, South Framingmight tell the Future Men and Women about the pets
ham; Elizabeth Murphy, Portland, Conn.: Emma Cody, the boys and girls of Waterbury are fondest of? And
Franklin; Nellie G. Sheerin, Roxbury; Mary O'Brien, Uncle Jack will be glad to hear about Lawrence's favorEverett.
ite character of Action or history. Whom would he
The following children have sent in correct answers, most like to be like? Perhaps he hasn't made up his
mind positively, but surely he admires someone whom
and therefore are entitled to places on the
he has read or heard about or known.
ROLL OF HONOR.
?

_

"

?

"

_

?___

Walter Vincent dc Paul Barry, Portland, Conn.
Alice A. Gilligan, Portsmouth, N. H.
Lawrence Butler, Waterbury, Conn.
John Donahoe Murphy, Pittstteld.
Emma Cody, Franklin.
Mary O'Brien, Everett.

Franklin, Mass., Oct. 1, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:?
As this is my first letter to you, I will not make it
very long. Igo to St. Mary's school and my teacher's
name is Sister Isabella.
Rev. Father Lee is our pastor. I am in the eighth grade
and have a great many studies. I like spelling the best.
Although their answers were not absolutely correct The game we play most at school is hide-and-go-seek. I
in some points, in spelling, for instance, their copies am sending in two answers to the Geographical Puzzle,
were so neat and their writing so good that the follow- hoping one will correct. I remain
Your loving niece,
ing deserve
Emma Cody.
lIOSJOKABLK MENTION.
and she will
correct,
Emma's
answers
was
One
of
Nellie G. Sheerin, Roxbury.
find her name on the Roll of Honor. Uncle Jack hopes
Mamie Durand, South Framingham.
to hear from her again soon. Isn't she interested in
Gertrude Reynolds. New Haven.
the League of Defenders of the Holy Name?
Marion Eitjne*, Concord, N. H.

10

October 29, 1898.

Concord, N. H., Oct. (J, 1893.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Having seen your geographical puzzle in the Sacred
Heart Review, I thought I would try and see how near
right I could get it. I attend the public school and lam
in the sixth grade.
Your loving niece,
Marion Haynes.
Will Marion please write again soon and tell her Uncle
Jack about her school and the games the children play
and the story books they like best?
?

Dear Uncle Jack :

Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 5, 1898.
?

This being my first letter to you I will not make it very
I go to the Sisters' school of Portsmouth, N. H.,
and Sister M Evarista is my teacher. She is very nice.
lam in the eighth grade. I also go the church of the
Immaculate Conception. The Rev. Father O'Callaghan
is my pastor. He is assisted by the Rev. Father Creedon.
Our school opened the twelfth of September.
I am
going to fill out the geographical puzzle, f'nder the
words which I've put in I have put a line. Well, as my
letter is a little longer than I intended it should be, I will
close, hoping to see my letter in print.
Good-by, with
love from
Your niece,
Alice A. Gilligan.
Uncle Jack hopes Alice will write him a great many
letters in the future. There are ever so many things
he likes to know about his boys and girls. Will Alice
tell him about the games which the children of Portsmouth play and about the pets they like? And is there
a public library in her town? And are Father Finn's
and Marion Ames Taggart's and Miss Dorsey's books
in the catalogue? Does Mary like story-books? Has
she learned any poetry by heart? Has she Longfellow's
\u25a0'Children's Hour" for her very own? Miss Agnes
Repplier's " Book of Famous Verse" is another collection of poems which most girls like.
UNCLE JACK.
long.

A GOOD REFERENCE.
John was fifteen, and very anxious to get a desirable
place in the office of a well known lawyer, who had advertised for a boy, but doubted his success, because,
being a stranger in the city, he had no reference to
present.
" I'm afraid I'll stand a poor chance," he thought, despondently ; however, I'll try to appear as well as I can,
for that may help me a little."
So he was careful to have his dress and person neat,
and when he took his turn to be interviewed, went in
with his hat in his hand and a smile on his face.
The keen-eyed lawyer glanced him over from head to
foot.
" Good face,'' he thought, " and pleasant ways."
Then he noted the neat suit but other boys had appeared in new clothes saw the well-brushed hair and
clean-looking skin. Very well, but there had been others there quite as cleanly; another glance, however,
showed the finger-nails free from soil.
"Ah! that looks like thoroughness," thought the

"

?

?

lawyer.

Then he asked a few direct, rapid questions, which
John answered as directly.
"Prompt," was his mental comment; "can speak up
when nccestary. Let's see your writing," he added,
aloud.
John took a pen and wrote his name.
Very well, easy to read, and no flourishes. Now
what references have you?"
The dreaded question, at last!
John's face fell. He had begun to feel some hope of
success, but this dashed it again.
"I haven't any," he said, slowly; "I'm almost a
stianger in the city."
"Can't take a boy without references," was the brusque
rejoinder, and as he spoke a sudden thought sent a flush
to John's cheek.
" I haven't any references," he said, with hesitation,
'but here's a letter from mother I just received. I
wish you would read it."
The lawyer took it. It was a short letter.
My dear John, I want to remind you that wherever
you find work you must consider that work your own.
Don't go into it, as some boys do, with the feeling that
you will do as little as you can, and get, something better
soon, but make up your mind you will do as much as possible, and make yourself so necessary to your employer
that he will never let you go.
You have been a good son to me, and I can truly say I
have never known you to shirk. Be as good in business,
and I am sure God will bless your efforts.
'\u25a0 Hm!" t-aid the
lawyer, reading it over the second
time. " That's pretty good advice, John
excellent advice. I rather think I'll try you, even without the references."
John has been with him six years, and last spring was
admitted to the bar.
Do you intend taking that young man into partnership?" asked a friend lately.
'Yes, I do. I couldn't get along without John; he
is my right-hand man !"exclaimed the employer heartily.
And John always says the best reference he ever had
was a mother's good advice and honeat praise.

"

?

?

"

11 October :>!», 1898.
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FamilrScience.

the first example of a crannog situated on tidal
waters, and in its antiquity, since as yet only
bone implements have been discovered
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE flint and
in it, which would date it back to the Neolithic
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.
period. Most of the crannogs hitherto discovered
have
contained bronze and other metal impleIt is somewhat singular that the sting of
ments
characteristic of the bronze age, so that
bees and wasps, which, in ordinary cases, merely
this
find
seems to be one of the oldest crannogs
produces a temporary pain and inconvenience,
known.
should, in other cases, result in death. The London Lancet records a recent case where a laborer
Onk of the most persistent superstitions is
was stung at the base of his tongue by a wasp
that relating to the hour of death which athidden in a gooseberry which the man was eattributes to the tide, the moon, or even the wind,
ing. Medical aid was at once summoned, but a determining influence in the time of day when
the man died in five minutes. In this case death
the breath is likely to leave the body.
was undoubtedly caused by suffocation due to
According to the British Medical Journal,
intense swelling in the throat, and not directly
has analyzed 25,474 cases of death, and
Raseri
to the poison itself. But other instances have
36,515 of birth, where the exact time of day was
been recorded in which vomiting, fainting,
and finds that the maximum number of
delirium, stupor, and even death, have fol- noted,
deaths occur in the early afternoon, and the
lowed the sting of a bee or wasp. There is
minimum in the last hours before midnight, while
apparently nothing in the poison secreted by
the maximum number of births occur in the
these insects to necessarily produce such results.
e3rly hours of the morning, and theminimum in
The poison is a clear fluid, exhibiting an acid
the early hours of the afternoon. As regards the
reaction, and containing formic acid. The fact
cause of this, Kaseri points out that the hours of
that some people endurethe sting with impunity,
the maximum deaths are those when the pulsewhile others develop all the symptoms of bloodrate and temperature are at their highest in health,
poisoning, points to the conclusion that the tox- and when there is febrile exacerbation in illnese.
icity of the sting depends upon the condition of
the individual in whom the sting is implanted.
Doctor C. H. Bolton is said to have discovThe Lancet says that, of the oldfashioned reme- ered
in a cavern at Lake Minnewaska, New
dies, a good one is the application of the juice
York, a grotto in which are reproduced on a
of a raw onion, although the rationale of the remsmall scale many of the beautiful phenomena
edy is not clear. The sting, if it remains in the
seen in the celebrated Blue Grotto of the Island
wound, should be extracted, and the puncture
of Capri. The wTater varies in color from Nile
dressed with a little weak ammonia, and aftergreen
through turquoise blue and sky blue to
wards, as a sedative, a little bromide of ammonia
and exhibiting when agitated the
deep
indigo,
may be taken. The intense irritation produced
silvery appearance characteristicof the grotto at
in some people by mosquito bites may be
Capri. A body immersed in the water has a
promptly relieved by the application of ipecacsilvery sheen, similar to the reflection
beautiful
uanha, either as the wine," or the powdered root
of moonlight. Although the water has these
made into a paste with water or vinegar.
colors at all hours, they are strongest when the
sun is in the zenith.
lAterature for
10 records a remark-

"

September

terial to tempt the blacks to come to their services." Similar decoys wyere used in the Italy
mission, as Rev. Everett S. Stackpole, a nonCatholic, shows in his book from which we have
frequently quoted.
No Donnelly Devices.
In his latest work, The Making of Religion,"
Mr. Andrew Lang declares himself, in his own
characteristic fashion, opposed to that species of
Biblical studies whose sole evident aim is to
destroy all belief in the inspiration and truth of
Holy Writ. Mr. Lang is not averse to proper
Scriptural exegesis. On the contrary, he believes in that. But he is decidedly against the
application to Holy Writ of such interpretative
devices as Honorable Ignatius Donnelly brought
to bear upon Shakespeare

"

:

?

" I need hardly say,perhaps," he tells us, " that I have
no antiquated prejudice against Biblical criticism. As.
suredly the Bible must be studied like any other collection of documents, linguistically, historically, and in the
light of the comparative method. But one may protest
against criticizing the Bible, or Homer, by methods like
those which prove Shakespeare to have been Bacon."
Mr. Lang has never posed, as far as we know,
as an authority upon Scriptural studies and subjects ; but in the foregoing words he shows himsels better qualified to assume that role than
some of the individuals who have taken it upon
themselves of late years.
A Reminiscence of Colonel Johnston.

The recent death of Colonel Richard Malcolm

Johnston, the well known Catholic literary man,
induces a writer in the Atlanta Constitution to
recall the following incident, which shows the
good feeling that existed between Colonel Johnston and his non-Catholic friend, Mark Twain,
the celebratedhumorist.
"Atone time Johnston had been prevailed on to give
a reading in Baltimore, and Thomas Nelson Page had
volunteered to assist him. But a death in Mr. Page's
family prevented him from appearing in the entertaiument. Mark Twain heard of it. The people of Baltimore
had long wished to have Twain appear there, but he had
steadfastly refused to resume his lectures. But he went
on that occasion, for he appreciated the genius of Kichard
Malcolm Johnston, and, desiring to honor him, he left,
New York at a great personal sacrifice, and appeared
with him on that occasion. There was never such a
crowded house in a Baltimore theatre. When the entertainment was over Colonel Johnston, with his accustomed
fairness and courtesy, tendered Twain the bulk of the receipts.
No,' said Mark, not one cent. It is such a
great honor to know you that I am the one who owes you
a debt of gratitude.' 'Well,' said the Colonel,' at least
let me defray your expenses.' I have a through ticket,'
said Twain.
Goodbye, and may God bless you.'

able discovery of a crannog, or pile dwelling, on
the shores of the Kiver Clyde in Dumbartonshire.
It is about a mile east of Dumbarton Castle, and
is below high-water mark, about fifty yards from
the river at low tide.
Crannog is the Celtic name given to the British
representativesof the Swiss lake dwellings or pile
dwellings. The latter are remains of prehistoric buildings, constructed in the Swiss lakes on
wooden piles, apparently because such buildings

mcl, to the old Jewish times, ages before the
Lord Christ came: thefeast of St. Eliseus, Prophet
and Our Father; and of St. Elias, Prophet,
our Leader and our Father. To how many
countries, to what distant times, to what stirring
history, to what deep devotion, these names call

could be readily defended from attack. They
are nearly all of unknown date, but the most
ancient of them certainly belong to the stone age.
The principle of the Irish and Scotch crannog is
the same as that of the Swiss dwellings, but they
differ in their construction. Instead of being a
building constructed with a platform on piles,
the crannog consists of an islet wholly or partially built up from the bottom of the loch by
masses of brushwood, steadied by piling, and
consolidated by stones and gravel, on which a
platform to hold the dwelling was erected.
The lakes of Ireland contain more than fortysix examples of such artificial islands. The socalled stockaded island was formed by placing
horizontal oak beams at the bottom of the lake,
and into these oak posts, from six to eight feet
high, were mortised and held together by crossbeams, until a circular enclosure was obtained.
The circumference of the Dumbartonshire crannog is IS4 feet. The outer circle is composed
of piles of oak sharpened by stone axes at the
lower end, and, below the mud, still quite fresh.
The refuse-mound extends about twelve feet outside, and in this have been found the bones of
stags, cows, sheep, etc. Near the causeway was
found a canoe thirty-seven feet long, and fortyeight-inch beam, hollowed out of a single oak
tree. This discovery -due to Mr. XV. A. Donnelly, a local antiquary ?is unique in that it is

If a similar spirit of good comradeship were
Consider also that the lessons or readings for
more frequently exhibited, more of us would be
these feasts are taken from the celebrated writin accordance with the Golden Rule.
ings of such men as Pope St. Gregory and St. living
Gregory of Nyssa, St. John Chrysostom, St.
.lerome, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. John of A King and a Kaiser.
If lias Menelik, the Abyssinian king whose
Damascus, St. Basil the Great, St. Bernard, St.
Bernardine of Siena. There are antiphons, soldiers inflicted so crushing a defeat upon the
versicles and responses from Holy Scripture; Italian invaders of his realm a short while ago,
hymns and canticles translated from the Latin ; carries out his announced project of going to
prayers to excite our devotion ; practical teach- the Holy Land this fall, it is quite possible that
ing to advance the soul. This one book alone, he may get to Jerusalem about the same time
made up of brief selections from various scat- that the German Kaiser begins his spectacular
tered sources, goes far to prove the truth of the performances there. If the King and the Kaiser
proposition with which we began, that the bio- meet, and lineage counts, the latter is apt to be
graphical library of the Catholic Church is a badly overshadowed by the former. The Hohenveritable treasure-house of varied information zollern, it is true, makes loud boasts every now
for the careful reader. The thought will, how- and then about his imperial grandfather, in
ever, provide food for more than one article; whose footsteps he claims to be walking. But
and, if dwelt upon with care, it can hardly fail what is a grandfather, even if he did make an
to be of peculiar value to us all.
empire, compared to an ancestry that goes
straight back, through ninety-seven generations,
to that famous Queen of Sheba, who learned
EDITORIAL NOTES.
wisdom at Solomon's feet? That is the sort of
The methods pursued by Protestant mission- a lineage which Ras Menelik carries about with
aries in Africa are well set forth in the words of him when he goes traveling; and hence if the
a German official printed on page 346. His ideas Abyssinian King and the German Kaiser meet
are ably seconded by an Englishman who says at Jerusalem, there may not be decorations
"They call the church of the Scotch mission the enough in the hitter's hundred trunks to put the
'calico church,' because the ministers use that nia- former's family tree in the shade.

A Biographical Treasure-House.
( Continued

from page 945.)
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Aunt Bride.

One of Aunt Bride's girls has writvery polite little note in
which she asks what Aunt Bride
thinks of working girls' clubs. And
Aunt Bride feels very much like
boiling down her opinion, as the editors say, and answering very briefly
ten her a

that on the whole she thinks them a
very good thing.
To be sure, several variations of
the original working girls' club have

developed within the past few years,
and nowadays Catholic young women
are pretty well supplied with clubs
which are attached to their parish
churches or to some convent.

The original American working
girls' club was an association of
from a dozen to a hundred or more
girls employed, usually in a factory,
and half a dozen young women who
had more than the ordinary leisure
and culture and possibly riches.
The object of the club was to improve
the condition of the factory workers
by giving them opportunities for
social life. The working girls' club
is peculiar to large cities. As a
rule, girls in small towns do not
need it. In a large city working
girls live in crowded homes and
have little chance to meet their
friends and enjoy themselves under
healthful circumstances. It was believed by the women of leisure who
first thought of organizing the clubs
that to give girls a place where they
could dance and meet their friends,
even men friends, occasionally, with
proper surroundings, would be a
wise thing. The clubs would also
furnish educational advantages, not
only by having classes in various
studies, but by bringing the girls
into contact with women who had
wider opportunities. In many ways,
too, they would teach the members
self-reliance, self-control and independence. They should be absolutely unsectarian. A high standard
of morality should be insisted upon,
but there should be nothing about
the club to make it objectionable
even to the staunchest and most sensitive Catholic. Probably the clubs,
like most other institutions, haven't
altogether lived up to their ideals,
but those are the things they've
striven for.
The parish clubs and the convent
clubs have slightly differing aims
and methods, and all of them have
their advantages, of course. The
chief difference is that their membership is confined to Catholics, and
that usually the work of the club is
arranged and carried on by Sisters

month, with an additional
small fee for each class. A member
really gets a greatdeal for her money;
very often she receives much more
than she pays for. VJusually there
are classes in millinery, dressmaking
and cooking. The cost of each class
is about ten cents a lesson for a
course of ten or twelve lessons. Of
course, the clubs do not guarantee
to teach a girl the dressmaking or
millinery trade in a course of ten
lessons. That would be absurd,
though occasionally a girl thinks she
has been cheated because they don't.
Most clubs have classes in dancing
and some have general education
classes, that is, lessons in spelling,
writing, arithmetic and grammar.
Besides the class work there are regular weekly talks. The character
of these talks depends a great deal
on the members of the club. In
some clubs they become animated
and decidedly interesting discussions
of subjects of special interest to
women. Where the members have
not learned to talk readily on things
outside their personal concerns, the
talks are simple lectureson health or
beauty or dress, or perhaps about
books or travels or manners. Every
club has its doctor who can be consulted free or at very low rates at
the clubrooms on certain evenings.

12 October 29, 1898.

cents a

There are committees to visit the
sick members and procure delicacies
for invalids. A branch of the Penny
Provident Fund, which encourages
the saving of very small sums, from
one cent up, is almost sure to be a
part of the club. There is a sick
benefit society for the girl who
wishes to make provision against
illness. And there is the summer
house where club members may
spend a fortnight's vacation at very

reasonable rates. Several clubs have
still other advantageous features. A
few have opened their rooms during
the noon hour, providing a pleasant
place where girls may eat their
luncheons and rest. Some of them
go farther and provide hot coffee
and very simple hot dishes at IoV
rates.

Besides all these material advanmembership in a working
girls' club is apt to have some less
tangible but not less valuable results. Not the least of these is the
broadening and refining of character
tages,

and the ease of manner which are
sure to come of contact with many
people in a refined atmosphere.
And oddly enough, the girl who
gets the most out of a working girls'
club is not the one who joins to get
all she can, but the one who becomes
a member with the intention of doing
her share towards making the club
instead of being done by the girls helpful to all the members.
Aunt Bridk.
themselves. Usually the class work
and the social opportunities are
GREAT MEN'S MOTHERS.
identical. The expenses, too, are
about the same.
It is an interesting historical fact
Aunt Bride takes it that the clubs
that nearly every man of great deeds
her correspondent has in mind are
possessed a great

Bargains in Standard

jßrussels

J

Carpets.!

We have marked down some 300 pieces of the above-mentioned ?
goods to less than MANUFACTURERS' PRICES in order to make g
room for our extensive alterations. These goods are NOT remnants, ?
? but FULL PIECES, enough to carpet any room or house.
?
We have also marked down a large lot of
J
?

J
?

i

j

ORIENTAL CARPETS and RUGS

LOW PRICES.
These are bargains ONE OUGHT 2
3to VERY
?
TO PASS.
I? NOTWe
are at the Old Stand where we started in 1846, being the ?
0 oldest strictly

Carpet House in New England.

«

}

£

: Joel Goldthwait & Co.,
167 and 169 WASHINGTON ST.,
§

Home Journal. Probably the most
disagreeable man socially of all celebrated men was poorThomas Carlyle,
whose disposition was nervous,
melancholy and grumpy, but in the
midstof his laborious life and severe
mental industry he could always find

time

?

Near Cornhill and Adams Square Subway Station, Boston.

had a mother of a strong, tine nature, with whom in boyhood and
early manhood he dwelt in close
sympathy even when at a distance
from her, says a writer in theLadies'

to

write affectionate letters

to

his mother, full of the respect,
tenderness and consideration he
neverseemed to feel for much greater
If a mother's hand
personages.
holds the leading-strings of a man's
life he will hold himself as securely
as did Anthony Hope's Prisoner of
Zenda, with his motto, The King
can do no wrong."

"

WM. H. BRINE.
Born in Boston in 1841, the name
of William 11. Brine has come to
signify all that is upright, honest
and honorable in the career of a
business man. He began his business life at an early age, and is still
one of the few men who retain the
vigor of youth after an active career,
extending over a quarter of a century. Compiled with this vigor is
the knowledge of men and affairs
which one gets from expenenceonly,
a knowledge which enables a man to
steer in the right direction, instead
of drifting aimlessly and wasting his
energies in a wrong direction. Mr.
Brine is a well balanced man, keen
and observant, a man who would be

apt to make his mark in almost any
business or profession. If he were
exclusively a public man his judgment, tact and ability would gain
for him a following; as a business
man his upright methods, his honesty and singular energy have gained
for him the confidence and support
of the common people of every race
and creed, a confidence that is

wholly justified by the character of
the man, andt he reputation which it
is his good fortune to possess. Mr.

Brine has made a name as a business
man that reflects credit not only on
himself but also on the race to which
he belongs, the race of which men
like John Boyle O'Reilly, P. A.
Collins and T. B. Fitzpatrick are

character
who also
the Working Girls' Clubs which belong to the Massachusettsassociation. m m
PREMIUMS-FACTORY TO FAMILY
J fl/l AMD
f%n AM
Most of these clubs are in Boston, M M flfXfJf
MMMM MMkM
The Urkin Idea fully explained in
%Tm§
U\T
\u25a0 ft MXkm fflf
free booklet. Free sample
MMMMM MT* M beautiful
MMMirmM
MM soap If mention this publication.
Cambridge, Lowell and a few other KnilrXiMW mmmmmUM
mw TheUrklnSoapMfg. Co.,Larkin St., Buffalo, N.Y.
mmMMMMMWMMW
large factory towns. The cost of
OUR OFFER FULLY EXPLAINED IN
Sacked Hkart Kevikw, Sept 24.
membership is usually twenty-five

£

such shining examples. But race
and religion never enter into the
business of Mr. Brine. Although
his donations to charitableand religious institutions within his own fold
are liberal, still his charity is not
led by the limits of creed or race,
but goes out to the needy or deserving wherever found. Such a type
of man is Wm. 11. Brine, although
the masses may know only the business man in him, for the philanthropist is kept in the background.
The personal side of Mr. Brine
would be an interesting subject for
a lengthy article, but the writer is
dealing with him as he is known to
the purchaser of a spool of cotton or
a pair of gloves, Wm. H. Brine, the
business man.
Mr. Brine began his business
career in East Cambridge. After
leaving school at the age of thirteen
and a half years he entered the employ of Jonathan Wheeler, a dry
goods merchant, at the modest salary of one dollar a week. After a
few years, having gained a general
knowledge of the business in the
meantime, he went to work for John
Harrington of Somerville. At the
outbreak of the war in 18(>1 Mr.
Harrington, in response to Lincoln's
first call for volunteers, went to the
front, leaving young Brine in charge
of his business. On his return
shortly afterwards, he took Mr.
Brine into partnership under the
firm name of John Harrington it
Co., W. 11. Brine at that time being
under twenty-one years. In 1864
the firm moved to 17 Tremont How,
Boston, and twenty years later, in
1884, Mr. Harrington retired.
Mr. Brine has nowbeen located nine
years at his present handsome store,
situated on one of the busiest thoroughfares in the city, on a corner
which pedestrians from Charlestown, Cambridge, Chelsea or Somerville entering the city can not fail to
see. He carries an extensive line of

fancy dry goods, including hosiery,
gloves, ladies' and gents' furnishings. In the last 7 years his business has doubled, so now about fifty
hands are employed in the store.

-A**'" * NATIONAL PKIZEIi
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.
Office :
75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director:
Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.
m

j

THE SATURDAY

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

To promote the evangelizing of non-catholic peoples by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.

i. To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the following inv< cation St. Francis JCavier, f>rayfor us 2. To give
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organization of the Associatior.

:

ORGANIZATION.

In each community "Bands" are formed, each
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Promoter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further the Association.

annals.
Letters from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in the

Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her

sociates.
Catholics of every age and of both sexes are admissible to membership, and all are earnestly exhorted to join the Association. There is certainly a
lesson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy kingdom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means; from whom must
these means come? In due proportion promts; in
that proportion there rests upon us through the providence of AlmightyGod, responsibility for the Church's
more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
mission to teach all nations. Whatever we give for
this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
good measure and pressed down and shaken together
and runningover shall they give into your bosom."
_.
(Lukevi. 38.)
.
ForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

.
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The Post will give, In the
the year, thousands
and
.
of its writers and authors, illustrated
wherever possible with photographic portraits.
of
BIOCRAPHIES course
of

******
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1. Those who contribute $6. 00 a year, thereby acquiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a sum
copy
a
of money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members
in Perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided that they
observe the other conditions prescribed to the As-
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lI?W-Aei* the Fisher Fleet Goes Out to Sea. The thrilling dangers
of a class seldom heard of?the Nova Scotia fishermen in their daily lives,
their hardships and sufferings. ?. ?. \u25a0. ?. ?.
?.
lII? With the Life-Savers Along the Coast will tell of the everyday lives of those brave men who dare death and darkness in their angriest
forms?showing the workings of a system that saves thousands of lives yearly.

I. Several thousand

year by the missionaries, for the intention of the living
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Is the title of a weekly page that displays at
glance the panorama of people prominently before
the public?portraits and paragraphs that tell the
week s history among the notables. \\ \ \

will describe the wondrous changes in lighting, and of the perfect
system by which our
Government takes
charge of the thousand
and more lighthouses
of the
?.

organized.
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Alone the Shore

The Association has selected as times of special
prayer and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
of its foundation, in 1822 ; 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
On these two days the Association has a Mass celebrated in every parish in which the work is regularly

Archbishop.

article" of* mtle'knowS
phases of life along the
Atlantic
, . ?.
.
coast. ?.

property.

;

#OF ffHE HOUR
MENCI^WOMEN
"1
IT
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SPECIAL FEASTS.

Masses are offered up every
and the deceased members of the Association. 2.
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3
2. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3
3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug.
15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the above
feasts; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan 6 7.
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. Once a year, on
the day of the general commemoration of all the deceased members of the Association ; n. Once a year,
on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs; 12. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus ; 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member.
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointed by their confessor.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1. Sevenyears and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
300 days every time an Associate assists at the
Tridiinm on the 3rd of Mayand 3rd of December ; 3.
100 days every time an Associate recites Our Fa'her
and Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial,
are applicable to the souls in Purgatory; an all have
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

THE ROMANCE
OF THE
SEACOAST

?j

IV? Tlie Men Who Wreck Ships. It is popularly supposed that wreckers no longer exist; this article will tell of well-organized bands of wreckers
who lure on to rocks, by means of false signals, rich vessels for the sake of
their treasures. ?. \ ?. ?.?.?.?.-.\u25a0.?.
V? Perils of the Smuggler's Life. The risks that are taken nightly
to circumvent the Customs officials?a business that is much larger to-day
than it is supposed
to be. \u25a0.?.?.?.?.-.\u25a0.?.
1K
The illustrations in this series will be the most striking that have ever
appeared in the Post. : : : ; ?. ?. ?. ?. ?. ?.
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THE BEST
POEMS IN
THE WORLD

.?. poem, in this ,-

"

ies wi be admirably
fillustrated,
and, wher-

ever possible, there will
be given a sketch of the
li,e of the t**l with
»
p° rtr ait, and the story
of how each poem came
to be written. The
poems will be selected
not from the itandpoint

.

of the ultra-literary
man or woman, but for
their appeal to lovers of
sentiment. They will
poem o{ the emo
tions?those that appeal to the heart; poems
that tell a story?those
that are filled with human Interest. Thevbelong to what may be
called the " pocketbook

.

,

~1,..,
senool

?,
01
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»
poetry

?

those poems that one
cuts from a newspaper
B nd carries in the
,
,?
pocketbook till
they
are worn through at
the creases. ?. \ ?.
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SATURDAY EVENING POST WILL
BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS FROM
NOW TO JANUARY i, 1899, ON RECEIPT OF ONLY TEN CENTS ?. -. ?. ?.
The Regular

Subscription Price is

$2.50 Per Year

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPAN Y. PH ILADELPHIA
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LOCAL

WORK.

St. James' Parish, Boston.
Through the kindness of the Key.

William MeQuid, pastor of St.

James' Church, Boston, a union
meeting of the ladies' sodalities was
convened on Sunday evening, Oct.'2,
for the purpose of forming a branch

of the Association for the Propagation of the Faith. After the opening exercises an address on the history, purpose and method of organization <>f this society was delivered;
and those who could do so were invited to hand in their names as pro-

Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament having been celebrated, the following members came
forward to accept the invitation
moters.

:

?

Mrs. James Conroy, 616 Fayette street.
Mrs. Mary Harkins,
Tyler street.
Miss Catherine Cleary, 42 Tyler street.
Mary O'Brien,
75 Aibiny street.
Mrs. Nora Cook, Si Tyler street.
Mrs. Mary Duggan, 140 Harrison avenue.
Miss Annie Collins, 1 Pine street.
Miss Catherine BrodericW, 141 Tyler street.
Miss Jennie McPherson, 15 Tc-rple place.
Miss Annie McDonald, 35 Temple place.
Miss Helen G. Sullivan, 140 Tyler street.
Mrs. Ellen Kelly, 43 Carver street
Mrs. Catherine Sullivan, 172 Harmon
avenue.
Miss Mary Sullivan, 172 Harrison avenue.
Miss Julia Sullivan, 172 Harrison avenue.
Miss Madge Roddie, 29 Ferdinand street.
Miss Barbara Foley, 33 Albany street.
Miss Mary Foley, 33 Albany meet.
Miss Catherine Scally, 53 Harvard atreet.
Miss Mary Holland, 50 Albany street
Miss Nellie Murphy, 132 Tyler street.
Miss Hannah Connolly, 2 Nas.au plac.
Miss Nora Sullivan, 553 Washington strtet.
Miss Mary Lane, 52 Melrose street.
Miss Mary A. Harman, 141 Tyler street.
Mrs. Mary Kelly, 4 Winchester street.
Miss Nellie Diggins, 174 Eliot street.
Miss Mary E. Driscoll, ioa Kneeland street.
Miss Mary A. Rose, is Oneida street.
Mrs. Catherine Driscoll, o<> Tyler street.
Mra. Mary (Irady, 10 KdgeHv place.
Miss Matlic Terry, 76 Hudson street.

Miss Theresa McLaughlin, 10 Edgerly place.
Young, 53 Oak street.
Miss Annie Burns, 2 Nassau place.
Miss Catherine Karin, 45 Carver street.
Miss Mary Ann McCarthy, 73 Hudson street.
Miss Annie Byrne, 21 Oak street.
Miss Nellie Barry, 6 i-a Nassau street.
Miss Lizzie Lannan, 5 Wharf street.
Miss Annie O'Brien, 5 Wharf street.
Miss Margaret Bowen, 28 Hudson street.
Miss Rose McLaughlin, 1 Holland place.
Miss Mary Markham, 66 Hudson street.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bradley, 5 Whittemore street.
Miss Mary Shea, 51 Harvard street.
Miss Mary F. Sullivan, 156 Tyler street.

John

Miss Mary F. Sullivan, prefect of
the Young Ladies' Sodality, generously consented to act as the treasurer of the new organization ; and
to her, on the first Sunday of each
month, the offerings collected are to
be returned. Every four months
acknowledgment and a«#ount of
monies received will be published
in these columns.
The hearty approbation put upon
the work by the beloved pastor of
St. James', and the whole-souled way
in which it was taken up by the
above-named zealous souls all this
?

gives substantial promise of the

future success of the Associatioti in
this old Catholic stronghold.
Working Girls' Home.

On Thursday evening, Oct. 6, the
young ladies of this establishment
were addressed in the interests of
the Association. Notwithstanding
the large interest they take in many
other charities, and the many calls
made upon their much occupied
time, they gladly consented to aid
in this new charity, forming themselves into eleven bands of Associates. The Promoters of these
bands are the following :
?

Miss Margaret N'ewcomb,
Miss Nellie L. Cummins,
Miss Mary Mrt'arrick,
Miss Susie Allen,
Miss Marie L. Bresnahan,
Miss Lizzie Hughes,
Miss Catherine McGoldrick,
Miss Mary Cody,
Miss Sarah Mci.Mtaid,
Miss Kli/.abeth l'.allantyue.

The seed thus successfully sown,
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will, please God, spring up into a
rich harvest; for in no hands are the
interests of Catholic charity surer of
greater attention than in those of
our earnest Catholic young women.
NEWS OF THE MISSIONS.
Asia.
Annual Report of the Labors of the Missionaries of thi Society of the Paris
"Missions JStrangires."
?Our readers will be pleased to see

a part of this important document,
which proves what blessings God
showers on His workmen.
"In 189G the number of baptisms
of adult pagans, looked after in our
twenty-eight missions, amounted to
38,882. We were happy to report
such a number of conversions of infidels, and we thanked God for them.
"This time we may redouble our

According to the
accounts so far received, the number
of baptisms of grown-up persons
amounts in 1897 to 46,826, thus
showing an increase of 7,944 baptisms, and the reports from Yun-Nan
and Siam have not yet reached us.
" We must point out that eastern
Cochin-China contributes 5,837 baptisms, and northern Cochin-China
9,020 towards this splendid result.
Manchouria and Kouang-tong never
showed such a large number before:
in each of these missions there were
30,000 catechumens at the close of
the year."
thanksgivings.

The Famine in India.
Father Darras, of the Paris "Missions Etrangeres," a missionary at
Pondicherry, writes as follows:
Can anything equal the sadness
of the picture I have before my eyes!
My room is literally besieged by the
?

"

starving and infirm. After my Mass
this morning, I found before me a
poor paralytic lying on the ground.
He has lost the use of his legs for
the last eight years, and is obliged
to drag himself along on his hands ;
in this way he had come a considerable distance. His poor wife, with
four children to look after, was
obliged to support the family with
four cents, all she was able to earn
each day. Now there is no more
work to be had, and starvation stares
them in the face. Beside them there
is a kneeling widow with two children, one of four, the other of two
years; they are real living skeletons.
" A few steps farther I see a child
of six, usually so gay, now leaning
meurnfully against the wall.
Peter,' I said to him,
"' Well,
is
the
matter today ? '
what
'
"He looked at me without answering, but his sad eyes were more eloquent than any words.
me, Peter, had you any" ' Tell
to eat last evening?
thing
'
No ; there has been no food in
"
the house for the last two days !'
"At a little distance I find
fifty or sixty persons who have
come seeking for work, and there is
scarcely work for five or six at most.
The others go away sad at heart,
and wander through the country
looking for leaves, wild fruits and
roots, which serve to lull their
hunger rather than to feed them.
"Great is my sorrow at being unable to alleviate these sufferings; my
resources are all exhausted. How
often I say to myself: If the good
God would but renew the miracle of
the loaves and fishes in favor of our
new-made Christians!"? From the
Sept.-Oct. Annals.

Catholic issions.
M
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Occasionally the priest, Father
Dougherty, drops into the reading-
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JUDGED DY RESULTS.

room, not as a minister so much as

The room is open from Why Intelligent People Put Their
p. m. every day. The
Faith in Dr. Greene.
At 178 Christopher street, just off
sailors, while they have a chance,
from busy West street, in New York, come in and read or write letters,
His Wonderful Curative Remedy,
where longshoremen, stokers and and oftentimes to enjoy a quiet
Dr. Greene's Nervura.
sailors hang about, is a little reading- smoke. I watched some of them as
room, which is called the New York they were deeplyengaged in a game.
Citizen of New Hampshire
Catholic Missionfor Sailors. Even in An old man, "Old Larry," as they A Prominent
Relates His Experience.
the hot nights the room is too small called him, a veteran of the late
to hold those who would come to war, was telling thrilling stories of
" By their fruits ye shall know them."
read the papers and play games and the war of 1861. He is in great
Self-confident and sincere is the man who
listen to the Rev. Father Dougherty's sympathy with the boys of the sea. is willing to be judged by results. Such
words of inspiring instruction.
He comes as soon as the door is a man is Dr. Greene, the discoverer of
the standard remedy for disAway down in the heart of the opened and stays till late.
Boys," Nervura,
"
eases and weaknesses of the blood and
sailor there is a feeling of deep he says, "you don't know what war
nerves. Advanced science has demonHAVEN FOR SAILORS.

a friend.

12

reverence for God. Out on the
ocean where the sky and sea make
their only vista, all speak of the infinite God, Who, like the ocean, is
deep and high and full of mystery.
This littleplace, which is too cramped
for its great work, is loved by the
boys of the sea, and when they come
ashore they hasten to meet old
friends and find new ones.
We don't obtrude religion upon
them," said Father Dougherty, the

m. to

10

means. I remember in 1863 ?" and strated that the vast majority of human
the boys laugh in a good-natured ailments are symptoms of weakened
vitality or some derangement of the
way.
Monday night we have a good neivous system. Chronic exhaustion,
dyspepsia, headaches, neuralgia, insomtime," said one of them, who was nia,
and resultant effects upon the mind
playing checkers. "We have sing- as manifested in irritability and melaning, recitations and lots of fancy and choly, are nervous disorders, and can only
jig dancing." This reading-room in be cured by a revitalization of the nervous
Alvah H. Bryant, ManchesChristopher street, New York, is system. Mr.
ter, Ni. II , says:
the first centre of the apostleship of
the sea in the United States. One
hundred and ninety of the men of
superintendent recently appointed the ill-fated Maine" were accusby Archbishop Corrigan, the other tomed to drop in to thisreading-room,
day.
Yet we know that they are and they are greatly missed by the
brought under the influence of the boys.
religious spirit, as is proved by
The boys are grateful for the work
the excellent way in which they at- that is being done for them through
tend Mass in the neighboring church this Bethel," and some of them colof St. Veronica." The work was lected $100. It has been the means
found necessary at first by the estab- of recalling hundreds of men to
lishment of reading-rooms by other their duty to God and their fellow
denominations. The Catholic boys men. Many a poor mother blesses
the day that her son joined the Holy
wanted their own place.
A committee was at first formed League. She can stand at the door
headed by Archbishop Corrigan, the and expect him home at the apago this spring Inexperienced
" A year
Rev. Father John J. Kean, the Rev. pointed time and does not dread a trouble
with my chest. It pained me at
David J. McCormick, the Rev. Fa- drunken blow or a night of misery. times so that I would involuntarily raise
my hands to strike my chest in order to
ther Charles H. Parks, chaplain of Many a broken hearted wife blesses ease the depressing feeling. In addition to
San Francisco," the Rev. the reading-room. The men in my suffering in this direction, I was
the
troubled with extreme nervousness. Dr.
Father Chidwick of the ill-fated charge of this reading-room meet Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy
"Maine," and the Rev. W. 11. I. everyincomingandontgoingsteamer. was recommended, and I tried four bottles
of this medicine. The result was very
Reaney of the "Olympia." These They welcome and invite the boys of satisfactory. In nearly the entire year
men worked hard amid many dis- the sea, or else they leave upon the following I seemed to be in perfect health.
I have no hesitation in recommending
couragements till at length plans outgoing steamer books and news- Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
were formulated and the work was papers which will brighten their remedy to afflicted ones."
Blood and nerve diseases are sometimes
successfully carried on. The room outward cruise. May it continue so complicated that there is much satisfaction in consulting Dr. Greene personat 178 Christopher street was en- its successful career.
ally, which may be done at his office, ;S4
gaged, 2,000 books of an interesting
Temple place, Boston, Mass , or he can
be written to in regard to any case. Corikind were purchased, and tables and
sultation is absolutely free whether you
chairs; games of every kind are
call or write.
there, dumb-bells, quoits, etc. On
Charity Hospital knew and loved
Sunday evening a service is held,
SISTER
ADILLA.
Sister Adilla. She had been for so
singing, prayer and short instructions by the spiritual director, FaThe New Orleans Picayune pays many years connected with the inther Dougherty. The attendance the following tribute to a saintly stitution, she had nursed by the bedside of the sick and helpless year in
fills the room. Every Monday eve- woman :?
ning a concert is given where the
Fifty-eight years of life as a Sis- and year out, that she was looked
boys of the ships come, and with ter of Charity, forty-eight of which upon as a kind of superior being
their own talents they make the eve- were spent in the Charity Hospital an authority who knew all the
ning pass delightfully. Sometimes of this city, was the beautiful record changes and advancements made in
professional talent is engaged, and of life work that closed with the the science of medicine during half
the room is crowded almost to suf- dawn, as the pure spirit of Sister a century ; a woman who had seen
focation.
Adilla winged its flight heaven- the growth of our great institution
from the humble conditions of fifty
While I sat talking with Super- ward.
years
ago to its present magnificent
Sister Adilla had reached her
intendent John Willie the boys had
proportions
and extended usefuljust come into port, had washed eighty-first year ; never a day's sicka
ness;
kind friend and helper to all
away the grime of the boat-hold, and ness had she, never an hour during
the stoker, whose face was intended forty-eight years absent from her the poor, the decrepit, and afflicted
to be clean, betrayed the occupation post in the Charity Hospital, until in every walkof life. If you wanted
which he followed. They sat down Wednesday morning, when, sud- to know just where to find anything
at the little tables and looked over denly stricken, she was unable to you were directed to Sister Adilla;
the papers or took hold of the rise, and after two days' illness suc- if you needed kind, motherly sympathy, Sister Adilla was the one to
dominos and entered into a friendly cumbed to her malady?old age.
Every
in
and
around
the
one
Continual onpage :-if>9.
game.
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"Striving After

Perfection."
We have in the above-named volume

a

treatise addressed especially to religious,
and originally written in Latin by the
Rev. Joseph Banna, S. J. It is full of
wholesome advice which will be a great
aid to perseverance and growth in a purely
spiritual direction. The style of the
work is distinguished for its purity and
clearness,and the different chapters are admirably arranged for study and reference.
No subject has, apparently, been left untouched that has a bearing upon the life
of religious, and the good counsel given
may be profitably read by those who have
received no especial call to leave the
bustle and turmoil of the world. Published by Benziger Brothers, New York,
Cincinnati and Chicago. Price, $1.00.
Fords, Howard & Hulhert, of New
York, have published "Christ in the
Daily Meal; or the Ordinance of the
Breaking of Bread." It is an amplification of an essay by Rev. Norman Fox, D.
D., in which the author advanced the
idea that Jesus Christ bade His disciples
eat and drink "in remembrance" of Him,
whenever they ate bread and drank wine,
and that His words do not refer to a
special repast. This is a new variation
of the usual ideaof the Protestant observance, and has nothing to do with the Roman Catholic belief concerning Holy
Communion.

" Thk Man " is called in its sub-title a
little book for Christian men. It is a
translation from the German, and its
author, the Rev. F. Z. Wetzel, understands fully the best methods of conveying useful advice. The lessons that it
teaches will help to make the reader a
reputable citizen, one who carries, without
ostentation, his religion into his everyday life. They will also lead him in the
path of the good husband and father, and
will assist him to resist the temptations
that beset every path in life. Published
by B. Herder, St. Louis. Price, 40 cents.

HEART REVIEW.

presence of the seraphic Saint of Assisi.
Alice Worthington Winthrop, in her continuation of"The Problems of the Poor
in Great Cities,'' treats of the British metropolis. A timely article is " October
in the Roman Breviary," by the Rev. H.
P. Henry, and other articles of seasonable interest are
The Old Doctor and
His Beads" and What the Rosary did
for Three Protestants."
Thk Guidon " is the name of a new
Catholic illustrated monthly, published at
Manchester, N. 11., and edited by the
Rev. J. B. Delaney, who shows aptitude
for editorial and managerial work in his
contributions and in the various well
arranged departments. The many French
people in the diocese are recognized in
the fact that a portion of the magazine is
published in their language. We wish
the new venture every success.

"

Brothers have already issued the illustrated " Catholic Home Annual" for 1899. Besides the useful calendars, it has a record of the notable events
of the years 1897-98, stories by Maurice
Francis Egan, Clara Mulholland, Rev.
Daniel Murray?who died at his post of
duty during the yellow fever epidemic in
Mobile in 1897 Marion Ames Taggart
and others, and a great variety of other
matter calculated to edify and instruct.
Price 25 cents.
Ben/.iger

?

The October number of "Music "is a
very good one. There is an article on
Joseph Woelfl from which many persons
will learn for the first time that during
Beethoven's lifetime he had a rival who
disputed with him on equal terms for
supremacy as a pianist. Woelfl had
enormous hands and played wonderfully,
but his musical compositions are now
little known, and he himself is practically
forgotten. A really important a1 tide is
one by Victor Maurel, the celebrated
French opera singer, on the art of interpreting the music-drama. The musical
department of the great Congressional
Library at Washington is described, and
the editor writes sensibly and with force
about the indifference of the public to
good concerts and how it may be remedied.
There is a large amount of other good
matter in this issue, besides an address
by Mr. W. L. Tamlin of Chicago on the
" Song Voice," which contains a surprising amount of nonsense.

?

"

"
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In a substantial pocket volume we have
"The Christian Housewife," from the
German of Rev. F. P. Zetzel. It contains in a comparatively brief space a
great deal of valuable advice that even
our so-called progressive American women
will find valuable. They may, perhaps,
The current issue of the " Forum
think the domestic hints oldfashioned,
"England and Russia in the
but they can not question the great worth opens with
East," by Geoffrey Drage, M. P. The
Far
of the religious suggestions. Published
written before the Tsar's peace
by B. Herder, St. Louis. Price 40 cents. paper was
proposal, but that remarkable utterance
Longmans, Grkkn & Co., of London, does not change the author's view that
New York and Bombay, issue in a neat England must now draw a line round her
brochure " The Woman That Was a Sin- possessions, and make the crossing of
ner," a Lenten sermon preached last spring that line a cause for war. Senator Jus.
at the church of Notre Dame dc Bon tin S. Morrill writes on"The Populist's
The Free Coinage of Silver by
Voyage at Cannes, by Father Bernard Conceit
Vaughan, S. J. It is an eloquent discourse the United States Alone," and says that
any
on the conversion of Mary Magdalen, in this country can not be content with
which the story of her struggles is told standard of money less than that of the
best of Christian nations. In warlike
with great fidelity to nature.
papers this issue has The Conduct of
"
Worry Nuggets" is the title the Cubans in the Late War," by MajorDon't
"
of a pocket volume containing selections General 0. O. Howard, in which the
from the works of Epictetus, Emerson, Cubans are defended; "Amateurs in
George Eliot" and Browning. They War," by A. Maurice Low, a piece of
have been made with discrimination, and advice concerning the systematic training
?will no doubt help to " moult a feather of soldiers; " Our War With Spain, from
Howard a Political Point of View," by Henry
from the wing of care." Fords,
New
York.
Litchfield West, showing that Republican
publishers,
Hulbert,
&
defeat at the polls will be the result if
the present administrationis held responVARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
sible for the sufferings of our soldiers,
The Dangers of Imperialism," by
The initial prose contribution to " The and
William MacDonald, of BowRosary" for October is by the Countess Professor
who is opposed to the
College,
doin
The
Birthdc Courson, and is entitled
il- acquisition of foreign territory, by this
It
has
several
Rosary."
of
the
place
Mark Twain has a curious
lustrations that add to the value of the country.
entitled " About Play-Acting," in
article
writes
C
A.
Malone
written
text.
well
he advocates the establishment in
on Father Kyan and his poem, " Their which
York of a theatre devoted to serious
New
is
said
Thus,"
which
Story Runneth
plays, like the Burg Theatre in Vienna.
to contain in an idealized form the
life.
Professor Dietrich Schiifer, of the Uniown
of
poet's
the
great romance
versity of Heidelberg, eulogizes Bismarck.
Y.
St. Francis," by Grace
" Memories of special
E. Lamar Bailey, who says he has been a
spots
to
Christmas, has
reference
himself, draws a distinction betramp
the
by
in Rome which have been hallowed

"
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POLISH

STOVE

Paste, cake or. liquid*
A Brilliant Polish wirhour Labor Dust or Odor.
L

.J.I

PRESCOTT fll CO.. NEW YORK.

tween tramps and hoboes. Rev. Charles
11. Eaton has something to say about
" A Decade of Magazine Literature," and
there are several other articles, concluding with a paper on the revival of interest in Byron's poetry.

J

during the recent war. He died of fever
at the navy hospital at Brooklyn while
waiting for a furlough. He was only
twenty-three years of age. Rev. Father
Bell officiated at the church.
There is a specially large attendance
at St. Mary's schools, Lee, this year, the
grammar grade being particularly full.
St. Mary's pupils are notable for the excellence of their examinations in competing for high school honors?which established fact speaks in loudest praise of
the thoroughness of their training under
the good Sisters of St. Joseph.
The temperance society of Hinsdale
went to Holy Communion in a body,
Sunday, Oct. Hi. The Rev. Father O'Malley gavea very instructive sermon on
the virtue of temperance.

A very interesting article in " Appleton's Popular Science Monthly " for this
month is by Frederic E. Whittaker, M. A.,
and is entitled "Young Greek Boys and
Old Greek Schools." Professor W. Z.
The
Ripley supplements his series,
Racial Geography of Europe," with an
article on the Russians and the Slavs, in
which he attempts to show that the
union of these two races will produce the
type best fitted to resist barbarian invasion from Asia and civilize that country
itself. Edward Atkinson, in " Evolution
of High Wages from Low Cost of
At the recent temperance convention at
Labor," reviews the effect of improve- Pittsfleld, Westfleld won the honor of
ments in the methods of production in having the next field-day in September,' 99.
raising wages, and is of the opinion that
war will be eventually suppressed by the
Colleges and Academies.
forces of commerce. Doctor Felix L.
Oswald describes weather freaks in the
West Indies, and Alice Carter Cook furnishes a picturesque account of plant life
Cor. of Beech and Lexington Sts.,
WAVERLY, MASS.
Professor C.
in the Canary Islands.
A select day school for young ladles, conducted
Hanford Henderson continues his papers by Dominican
Sisters, opens for admission of puon the philosophy of manual training, and pils on Sept. 6, 1898.
For further information apply to
Doctor L. Gulick considers some of the
SISTKR SIi'KKIOR.
psychical aspects of muscular exercise,
COLLEGE,
which he believes fundamental in youth ST. JOHN'S
Fordham, New York City.
healthful
developchildhood,
for the
and
ment of both brain and body. There is UNDER JESUIT FATHERS.
Boarders and Day Scholars.
also a sketch, with frontispiece portrait,
Courses,
of the Irish physician, Sir Richard Quain, Full Classical, Scientific and Commercial
For terms, etc apply to
fully
up
and the remaining contents are
Rev. Thos. J. Campbell, S. J., President.
to the high standard usually reached by
magazine.
the
Mary's Academy,

"

School of Divine Infant of Praps,

,

Mt. St.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
[From our own Correspondent.]
A iiandsomb statue representing Jesns
in the arms of Mary, after His removal
from the cross, has been presented to St.
Francis' Church, of North Adams, Mass.,
by John Madden, one of the best known
residents in Berkshire County, in memory
of his late wife, a worthy woman who
had been closely identified with the work
of the parish for a number of years.
Thk new parochial school of Notre
Dame Church, Adams, Mass., will be
ready for occupancy in December, and it
will be a valuable addition to the church
property. The members of the parish
held an entertainment and festival in the
old church building last Saturday evening,
the proceeds of which will be devoted to
the debt on the new school building.
Thk choir of St. Thomas' Church, at
Adams, Mass., is preparing to present a
cantata, about Christmas.

MANCHESTER, N. H.

Boarding School for Young Ladies.
Please send for catalogue to
THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,

Notre Dame, Indiana.
Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Olvll, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Ooarsea.
Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1898
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Rev. A. MorrlMfty, 0.5.C., President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley

VILLANOVA COLLEGE,
Conducted by the Augustlnlan Fathers,

Location Delightful.
BERKSHIRE

NOTES.

(From our own Correspondent.)

The funeral services of Thomas Coy
of the battleship "Massachusetts" were
held at St. Joseph's Church, Pittsfleld, on
Sunday, Oct. 16, with military honors.
All the flags fn the city were at half-mast.
The members of the city government were
present in a body at the church. All the
young soldiers in the city on furlough
were in attendance, the pallbearers being
all members of the regular army. The
deceased enlisted two years ago in New
York and was on the "Massachusetts"

Hills, Mau.

This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location Is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensire, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupil*
apply to Slater Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory schoo.
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object el
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pnp<l« as enter enllee*

Courses Thorough.

TERMS MODERATE.

Athletics of all kinds are encouraged.
Send for Prospectus.

REV. L. A. DELUREY, 0. S. A., President,
Delaware County. Perm.

MARY'S COLLEGE,
MT. SI.Emmitsburg,
Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His Emi-

nence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore.
and Commercial
Classical, Scientific
Courses. Terms: »3y0.00 in Senior,
$260.00 in Small Boys' Department.
Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

and

President.

Isn't this a first-class carriage?"
""Yes,"
her fellow traveler replied.
I didn't mean to travel in it, but I was
"
so afraid of missing the train."

Written for the Review.

TWO SOULS.
BY CAROLINE D. SWAN.

"Oh, well, you can make that all right

what sawest thou
" O spirit mighty-winged,
space-realm of Mine eternal
In the

night?"

" I saw a quivering, pitiable sight.
0 Lord, pour out Thy grace! For, even
?

?

now,
1 faced a naked soul. I marvel how
It could so dwell alone, bereft of light!
Afraid of Thee, Whose soft, protective
might
No plea of misery doth disallow;

A spectre-soul, without Thee, cold and
bare.

?I shivered as I passed. Then, oh, how
fair,
Dear Lord, it shone! I met a soul of
Thine
Calm in its love. Thy blessed peace
divine
Did fold it in and wrap it in pure flame
Hark! how it sings and magnifies Thy
Name!"
?

?

?

TWO STORMS.
CHAPTER I.
It was a wild night, and on the platform
of a railway-station that lay on the borders of Tyrone and Londonderry half a
dozen porters were discussing the weather
in a sheltered corner. The Dublin mail
was behind time, as was to be expected
on such a night. It had been snowing all
day, and the wind that set the porters'
trucks moving and tore down the posters
from the walls, blew yet more fiercely in
the growing darkness. The girl in charge
of the bookstall gathered her store of
newspapers and periodicals together, as
if she expected no more customers, and
buttoned her jacket more closely round
her.

" 'Tis the worst storm we've had since
'38," one of the porters remarked in a

quivering treble. He was an old man,
gray-haired and bent, yet quick in his
movements. He was the first to hear the
whistle of the approaching train.
There she is," he cried, " and half-anhour late. I wish she may reach her
journey's end this night."
The porters dispersed along the platform as the stationmaster appeared, and
soma half-do/.en passengers issued from
the waiting-rooms. A second later the
train, sprinkled with snow from butler to
rear, drew up. There was a momentary
hurry as the passengers took their seats,
and the porter deposited their baggage in

"

the van.
The statioDmaster was speaking to the
driver of the train :?
" Can you make the journey, Pat?" he

asked.

" Aye, sir, If the line's no worse onward," the driver replied, tying his cap
more tightly under his chin.
The stationmaster stepped back, and
gave the starting signal. As he did so a
girl, carrying a heavy burden, and covered
with snow, rushed along the platform and
made a hurried grasp at the door of a
first-class compartment.

"In you go, Miss," the old porter
shouted, as with wonderful alertness he
flung the door of the carriage open, and
thrust the girl into it. The train with
heavy, measured throb was steaming out
of the station as she fell on the cushioned
seat, and glanced around her.
The only other occupant of the compartment was seated at the opposite end
of the carriage, and she smiled as the
girl's aflrighted eyes met hers.
' You were almost late," she said, with
a pleasant smile, and?. Is It a baby
you are carrying?"
"Yes," the girl replied stiffly, as she
unfolded the wraps in which the child
was enveloped. She was very young, not
more than twenty, and as she bent over
the baby her fellow-passenger saw two
or three tears fall on its face. When she
had arranged the sleeping child in a more
comfortable position on her lap she looked
up and asked:

:

"

?

with the guard. Are you traveling far?"
To Dublin," hesitatingly.
"Indeed! so ami," the elder woman
said, with the pleasantness that seemed
natural to her. She was wondering how
it came that the girl and child were traveling alone on such a night.
"She is very beautiful," Mrs. Terriss
said to herself, as she surveyed the girl,
and noticed the exquisitely-moulded features and big violet eyes still wet with
tears. Her thick masses of reddish brown
hair were covered with powdery flakes of

"

snow.

was after our marriage that Walter told
me it would have to be a secret for a
time, until he could bring his relatives to
approve of it."
"Well?" Mrs. Terriss asked as the
girl paused.
"He took a small house for me in
County Derry, and there I lived since
with an elderly womanfor servant. When
baby was born I thought it unkind of
Walter to remain in England, but it seems
he was ill."
" Yes? "
" Well, today his mother came to where
I lived. Oh, she is a cruel, hard woman!
She told me I had destroyed her son's
prospects; that the uncle, whose heir he
hoped to be, would never countenance his
marriage with a Catholic. She said she
had Walter's authority for coming, and
that he desired her to bring the child to
England, where she would be brought up

Will you not remove your cloak and
shake the snow from your hair?" Mrs.
Terriss questioned. " I can hold the baby a Protestant."
meanwhile."
The girl tried to keep her voice steady,
No, no," the girl responded hastily.
in vain.
but
thank you,"
" I can manage myself,
She then left a number of notes on
"
and she threw back her cloak with one
the table, and said Walter did not wish to
hand.
see me again. Oh, she was hard! hard! "
Mrs. Terriss noticed the plain gold
the notes? "
" Did you take
ring on the third finger. Her next few
no! I did not. They are on the
"No,
remarks were answered so briefly that at table still. I told the servant to give
length she drew a rosary from its case, them to her. I suppose she thought I
and began saying her usual nightly de- was willing to agree with her wishes bevotions.
cause I could not speak. She was stayOh! " the girl exclaimed, and half ing at the village inn, and was to return
rose to her feet, as the carriage gave a in two hours, with a carriage, for the
sudden lurch.
baby. When she left the house I made
Mrs. Terriss smiled reassuringly. "It up my mind to go away. I could not
is owing to the snow, my dear. There
part with my little Mary, nor allow her to
is no need to be frightened."
become a Protestant; and I resolved to
I have traveled very little," the girl seek my aunt in Dublin. She may help
said, with a faint smile and a movement me."
towards Mrs. Terriss. " You are a
Perhaps." Mrs. Teniss was thinking
Catholic?"
of another way of aiding the girl.
"Yes, thank God."
Yes," the girl said in answer to the
said with a sigh
" I'm so glad," the girl
doubtful tone, she may not; but I have
of relief. "Perhaps you will be good some money, and I can surely get some
enough to direct me to a hotel in Dublin work to do."
some cheap, quiet place."
Mrs. Terriss made no answer, but lifted
Have you no relatives, no friends the sleeping child to her own knee.
there?" Mrs. Terriss asked.
My dear, you are worn out," she said
aunt, but I do not know
kindly. " Nay, you need not fear but I
" I have annotq'
itesure of her address. shall take care of the little child. I had
that is, lam
Tomorrow I can And It out."
a little one like her once, but she has
is the baby? "
How
old
in heaven for twenty years."
been
"
"Four months; she Is only four
Mrs. Durrand timidly touched her hand.
months," and the speaker bent fondly over
" And I am a lonely, wealthy woman.
the child. When she spoke again it was Will you consent to come with me for a
to ask some question as to the time,-and time till we can find out something about
Mrs. Terriss consulted her watch.
this husband of yours? You can ?"
a few minutes more or
be
may
It
Mrs. Terriss stopped suddenly, and
"
less," Mrs. Terriss said, as she replied to moved, with the child in her arms, toI meant to regulate my wards the window.
the query.
watch before leaving Derry, but I forgot
" What is the matter? " her companion
to do so. I just landed from America cried.
today."
"I am not certain, but I'm afraid the
Indeed."
hinder part of the train has broken away.
" Yes. I am an American myself, If so, God have mercy on us! "
though I have resided in England from
Even as Mrs. Terriss spoke the carmy marriage. Since my husband's death riages,
been rushing backward
some years ago I have had to pay an oc- with ever increasing momentum, left the
casional business visit to my native rails. There was a terrific shock and
country. I hope this one will be the last then darkness.
for a time."
For a second orjtwo Mrs. Terriss cow"I oh, I wish I could speak freely to ered in her corner. Then she spoke her
you! " the girl said impulsively.
companion's name :?
"And why not?" Mrs. Terriss said,
Kate! "
There was no answer, but the child in
taking a seat by her companion's side.
" I have been wishing you would, for I her arms moved.
saw you were in trouble."
" The child is unhurt," the woman
trouble," the girl said; " and thought, as she gasped a word of thanks
" In sore
through my own fault."
to God for her deliverance. "Bat the
Mrs. Terriss moved nearer, and the mother? Will someone not come? "
girl began
Help was at hand. The driver of the
My name is, or was, I should say, engine had noticed the runaway carriages,
Kate Nealon. My mother was a school and flung back the reversing lever, and
teacher, and lived not far from Strabane. willing hands tried to extricate livhagand
She gave me the best education in her dead from the debris. Mrs. Terriss, with
power, hoping I might also be a teacher; the child still clasped in her arms, was
but I was delicate and unfit to bear the among the first released. She stood
It was when my trembling in the snow while her fellow
requisite training.
that I met traveller was carried from the wrecked
on
her
death-ljed
mother was
Walter Durrand. He was a gentleman, carriage.
"Is she hurt?" she asked, stepping
and a Protestant, but he wished to marry
fell
me. My poor mother was anxious I forward, where the light of
features.
Kate
Durrand's
white
poor
alone
and
on
unprovided
should not be left
She's dead," a man answered. " God
for ?her only relative, a sister, had marmercy on the poor girl's soul!"
been
have
Dublin,
but there had
little
ried in
"Amen! " Mrs. Terriss said, solemnly,
correspondence between them. I was
only too willing, and we were married. It and then she fainted.

"
"

"

"

"
"

?

"

?

"

"

"

?

''

s

?

"

"

"
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You are sure of
pure and whole=
some biscuit and
cake with Royal
Baking Powder;
with other pow=
ders there is doubt.
CHAPTER 11.
An anxious group was gathered round
a gentleman in the saloon of the Royal
mail steamer,
Bras dc Fer." The
her
way from Flushing to
was
on
steamer
Gravesend, and for two nights and days
had encountered a terrific snowstorm.
" Is there any danger? " a pale, frightened school-girl asked, holding Mr. Stratton by the arm.
Mr. Stratton had just descended from
the deck, where officers and men were
busy taking the soundings.
"There is always danger in a storm
like this," Mr. Stratton said quietly, "particularly when near the coast. However,
we must hope for the best."
Mr. Stratton removed the girl's hand
from his coat with an encouraging word,
and moved to where a white-haired, serene-faced lady and a young girl were
seated on a sofa. The elder lady made a
movement with her hand, and Walter
Stratton sat down by her side.
He had met Mrs. and Miss Terriss in a
little Flemish town some weeks before
and had been of some slight service to
them. It had been with natural pleasure
that he and the ladies met again at Flushing. There was no word spoken for some
time after Mr. Stratton seated himself,
and when he did speak it was not of their

"

perilous position.

"Miss Terriss reminds me very much
of a person I onceknew," he said slowly.
Indeed," Mrs. Terriss said. " But
one does often meet with such accidental

"

resemblances."

" I suppose so," the gentleman assented, and was silent. He was a grave,
self-contained man, yet there was a flash,
now and then, in his eyes, that told of another nature. His age might have been
about forty-live, though he looked years
older.
" Will the Bras dc Fer' reach Gravesend, do you think? Mrs. Terriss in-

'

quired.

"

" God knows," Mr. Stratton said with
a look towards his questioner's daughter.

Miss Terriss easily frightened? "
" Is
The young girl smiled, and shook her

head.
"Not very easily," she said, "but I
wish we were in England."
[Conclusion next week.~\
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JUST
STUDIES.
CLERICAL

By Very Rev. John
B. Hogan, SS. I). D , Pres. of St.
John's Seminary, Brighton. Crowu
Net, $2.00
Bvo. 512 pp. Cloth.
The present volume Is Intended as a guide

which
to the study of the various sciencespreparare necessary to the priest, either in minising for or in discharging his sacred
try. Though written especially for young
will be
men in training for the priesthood,seitalready
to tiy
found of great assistance
engaged in the missionary field, who arc
anxious to cultivate theirniinds and increase
.
their power for good.
Father Hogan occupies a front rank among
obserthe educators of the clergy, and his
vations can not fall to produce a profound
impression. This Important work should
have a place in every priest's library.

JEROME SAVONAROLA. A sketch. By
Rev. J. L. O'Neil, 0. P Large 12mo.
Cloth. Beautifully illustrated. Net,
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"The work has been well done, and pre
sents a picture of the famous prior in such
clear, Impressive languagethat it should do
much toward lifting the ignorance and
prejudice that have so long existed.
Catholic Union and Times.
For sale by all Catholic booksellers, or
sent postpaid on receipt of price. Complete catalogue on application.
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maining windows have emblematic decorations, and are all memorial gifts. The
parish of St. Mary's has since 1886 been
A two weeks' mi-sion, conducted by under the efficient care of the Rev. Thomas
Jesuit Fatners, began last Sunday in St. E. Reilly. During his ministry, he has
enlarged and improved the < 1 I church and
Peter's Church, Dorchester.
land to the value of $0,000, on
purchased
Mr. Edward Farley of Brooklyn, N.
which stands the new church and a
reY , a brother of Bishop Farley, died
rectory, built at a cost of §4,000.
cently at his home in that city.
Rkv. J. J. McCoy, P. R of Chicopee,
Thk sixth anniversary of the consecrahas
been chosen to deliver the sermon at
Beaven
tion of the Right Rev. Thomas D.
as bishop of the diocese of Springfield the religious part of the silver jubilee
celebration of the Sisters of Providence,
observed last week.
next month, at St. Jerome's Church,
Thk Rkv. J. W. Book of Cannelton, Hohoke.
As Father McCoy is intimately
Ind., the author of " A Short Line to the acquainted with the noble work of this
Roman Catholic Church" and other works, order from his
boyhood days, his sermon
died recently after an illness of about a
on the occasion will undoubtedly be a
year.
brilliant one, and the people of Holyoke
Beginning tomorrow morning a special
are already anticipating it with much
Mass for the colored Catholics of Boston pleasure.
will be celebrated every Sunday in the
Ox Thursday evening of last week the
basement of the cathedral of the Holy
new building which has been added to
Cross.
the Free Home for Consumptives, Quincy
Thk will of thelate Rev. Hugh Mallon of
street, Dorchester,
was dedicated by
Wallingford, Ct., bequeaths nearly all his
Archbishop Williams, assisted by a large
property to thechurch of the Holy Trinity,
number of distinguished clergjmen, in
of which at the time of his death he was
the presence of a large gathering of
pastor.
ladies and gentlemen of social prominA SF.iiiES of illustrated lectures to non- ence. The extensive grounds of the
Catholics, to which admission is free, home
were made very picturesque by a
was inaugurated in St. Joseph's Church, profusion of Chinese lanterns, and on the
Philadelphia, last week, when the Rev. I). front of the building electric lights formed
J. Fitzgibbon, C. S. Sp., spoke on " The the words, Our Lady of Good Counsel,"
"
Coming of the Messiah."
in huge letters of fire. Within were elabThe congregation of the Fathers of the orate decorations, palms, evergreens and
Holy Cross, with headquarters at Notre potted plants being scattered about lavDame, Ind., has bought the Rosemont ishly, but tastefully. The exercises conestate, covering five acres, adjoining the nected with the dedication were very
Catholic University, two miles out of beautiful and carried out in an excellent
Washington, where will be erected an edu- manner. Addresses were made by Bishop
cational institute. It is expected that the Harkins of Providence, and Bishop Bradbuildings will be ready for occupancy ley of Manchester. A telegram was read
next September.
by Father Doody, chancellor of the archAll the leading attractions that appear diocese, from Rome, iv which the Holy
at the principal places of amusement will Father conferred a special blessing upon
be drawn on for the talent that is to take the home. The new building is situated
part in the Working Boys' Home concert on a projecting knoll, from which the
to be given Sunday evening, Dec. 4, at the lawn slopes gently to the street, while
Tremont Theatre. Thiß institution, which from the upper stories a sweeping view
provides for homeless working boys, is of the entire expanse of the waters of the
one of Boston's most deserving charities, harbor can be obtained. It is an attracand the entertainment should appeal to tive example of colonial architecture, 197
feet long, and contains every device for
every charitably inclined person.
the comfort and convenience of the hunA nkw parish has been established by dred
patients whom it can easily accomArchbishop Corrigan between the parish
It is surrounded by broad
modate.
of the Holy Name, Ninety-sixth street and
and
on the south side is a glasspiazzas,
Amsterdam avenue, and that of the Blessed
room, a delightful spot for
inclosed
sun
Sacrament, Seventy-first street and the
sun bath on a bright day. The interior
a
Western Boulevard, New York City. The is
bright and cheerful, with delicately
new church will probably be built on tinted walls, and lighted by electricity.
Eighty-fifth street near I'olumbus avenue,
The kitchen and laundry are of a novel
and the Rev. Joseph EL Bigley, formerly
and convenient construction, and every
pastor of St. Elizabeth's Church, will be
arrangement of flue and boiler is thorthe pastor.
oughly modern and complete. There is
For the two weeks ending Oct. 20, 45 also a bacteriological and pathological
children
20 boys and 19 girls were relaboratory, equal to the best in Europe in
ceived into the Home for Destitute Cath- its equipment, and the plant is in every
olic Children, 12 boys and 1"> girls were respect a superior sanitarium for the
placed in families; 5 boys and 9 girls were cure cf consumption. The hospital is
restored to their relatives. Remaining in run on the principal that consumption
the Home Oct. 20: 225 children ?129 is a contagious disease, and in its manboys and 96 girls. The following subagement it will be thoroughly scientific.
scriptions and donations have been received for the two weeks ending Oct. 20:
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NEWS.
Rev. W. G. Read Mullan, |S5; Rev. R. J.
Barry, §20; Miss Annie M. Maguire, $10;
From our own Correspondent.
Messrs. W. F. Kerrigan, Patrick Sharkey,
each;
John Tighe, John Rennison, $~>
The annual meeting of the Board of
Fiiend, |fi ; Friend, $5 ; Friend,s4 ; Friend, Trustees took place this year on Tuesday,
stores,
clothing,
$1. Donations of money,
Oct. 11. At nine o'clot k the committee
or any articles useful to the children or in met for the preparation of the work for
the Home are respectfully solicted.
the general meeting. These consisted of
new
committees
on discipline and studies, prea
Mary's
handsome
rch,
Chi
St.
of
edifice of the Catholics of Newmarket, sided over by Archbishop Corrigan
finance, presidedover by ArchYork
last
New
formally
dedicated
N. H , was
bis-hop Williams, of Boston; and organSunday. The Kight Rev. Denis M. Bradization, presided over by Archbishop
and
officiated,
Manchester,
bishop
of
ley,
At 10.30 the
Ryar, of Philadelphia.
The
preached the dedicatory sermon.
assembled
in
the Univergeneral
meeting
of
a
cost
last
at
year,
church was built
room, McMahon Hall. There
about $12,000, and was first occupied last sity Senate Cardinal Gibbons, chancelpresent
Christmas. It is a frame building of one were
Most Rev. John J.
hundred by forty-nine feet, with a seat- lor of the Univtrsity,
archbishop of Boston,
D.
D.,
Williams,
a
It
has
buttressed
ing capacity of 714.
Rev. M. A. Gorrigan, D. D , archtower. The interior is very attractive. Most
of New York, Most Rev. P. J.
bishop
figure
shows
a
The window over the altar
D., archbishop of Philadelphia
D.
Ryau,
of the Blessed Virgin, and that in the
John J. Keane, D. D., archRev.
Most
ThereFamily.
facade depicts the Holy

aNenwds otes.
N

,

?

?

:
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bishop of Damascus, Right Rev. John L.
Spalding, bishop of Peoria, Right Rev
John S. Foley, bishop of Detroit, Right
Rev. C. P. Macs, D.D., bishop of Covington, Ky , Right Rev. Ignatius F. Horstmann, D.D., bishop of Cleveland, Right
Rev. Monsignor Thomas J. Conaty, D.D.,
rector of the University, and Mr. Thomas

E. Waggaman, treasurer. The Cardinal
presided. After prayer, the minutes of
the previous meeting were read by the
secretary, Right Rev. I. F. Horstmaur.D.
D., and approved. The reports of the
different committees were received and

their recommendations adopted. The committee on finance reported plans looking
to the completion of the endowment funds
of the University, which were approved.
The treasurer's report showed the financial condition of the University for the
past sear to have been very satisfactory.
Credit was given for (86,849.88 which
was received from the dioceses in which
collections had been made for the University. The receipts for the year from endowments, collections and other sources
amounted to
$133,900 .06
and the expenditures during
130,851 04
the year were

leaving a balance of

$3,055 02.

The trust funds of the University, Sept 1,
$800,800.85
were
and the properties amounted

making a total of
§1,809,752.59
as the resources of the University, all accumulated during the past ten years.
The resignation of the Rev. Thomas S.
I.cc, as a member of the Board of Tiustees, was received and accepted, and the
rector of the University, who had been
an ex-ollicio member of the board, was
elected an active member to fill the
vacancy. The death of the late Joseph
Banigan, of Providence, was announced
by the rector, and resolutions of condolence were passed. The filling of the
vacancy on the board caused by this
death was left to theexecutive committee
for final action.
The executive committee reported that
the resignations of Very Rev. Monsignor
Joseph Schroeder, D. D., and Rev. Daniel
Quinn, Ph. D., had been received and accepted, and this action of the committee
was approved. Rev. Edmund T. Shanahan, D. D., of BostoD, was promoted
professor in the Chair of Dogmatic Theology, and Mr. Daniel W. Shea, Ph. D.,
was elected general secretary of the
University.
The Right Rev. Rector presented to
theboard a letter from Right Rev. Cha les
E. McDonnell, D. D., bishop of Brooklyn,
transmitting in the name of the Mitchell
Memorial Committee the sum of $5,000
for the establishment of what is to be
known as the Rev. James H. Mitchell
Scholarship for the diocese of Brooklyn.
Notice was also given of a bequest of
$5,000 by the will of Rev. Thomas Carroll, of Oil City, Pa., for a scholarship
for the diocese of Erie, Pa., and the gift
of $10,000 from Miss Hudson, of Washington, D. C, establishing a fellowship
to be known as the Anna Hope Hudson
Fellowship.
On Wednesday, Oct. 12, the archbishops
of the United States held their annual
meeting at the University, for the consideration of the affairs of the Church in
this country.
The following day lhe
committee on Indian affairs, composed of
his Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, aichbishop of Baltimore, Most Rev. M. A.
Corrigan, D. D
archbishop of New
York, Most Rev. P. J. Ryan, I). D., archbishop of Philadelphia, Mo« Rev. P. L.
Chapelle, D. D., archbi-hop of New

,
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Sp,ced Seasoning,

and you'll know. SO Tears the
Favorite.

A MAN

LOST.
Lost! No man understands the full
meaning of that word like the man who
has been lost. He will tell you: " I was
in the woods going ahead steadily when
I realized I'd missed the trail. With a
cry of Lost!' I broke into a run heedless or ignorant of the direction I was
going."
The first impulse of a man lost in the
woods is to run. The only safe thing is
to sit right down and reason out the
position.
Sometimes a business man gets up at the
usual hour, breakfasts, kisses his wife and
starts for the office. He has for sometime seen signs that he was off the trail
of health. To-day the signs multiply.
His brain is dull and dizzy, his heart
does not beat right, his breathing is difficult, his limbs feel tremulous. He is
scared. He realizes that he's far away
from the trail of health, and suddenly
like a panther from a tree, the thought
leaps on him, "You are a lost man."
The first impulse is to run for help,
though the way is honey-combed with
pitfalls of quackery. But the rational
man faces the facts, sits down and
thinks over the position and its probabilities.
That is the man we want to talk to.
Disease in almost any form is generally accompanied by the failure of the
organs of digestion and nutrition. Reestablish these organs in healthy action
the blood is at once enriched, the body
nourished and the general health restored.
This result is invariably accomplished by Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery. It is a stomach-strengthening, nerve-nourishing, muscle-making,
blood-purifying medicine. It has cured
thousands who thought their health
entirely lost. The " Discovery " is not
a stimulant and contains no alcohol or
whisky. Sold at all medicine stores.

'

Orleans, and Rev. Doctor Oyer, president of St Joseph's Seminary, Dunwoodie, N. V., held a mteting for the
consideration of the affairs of the Indian
missions and schools
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IRELAND!
Passage Tickets to and from the Old
Country at Lowest Rates.
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
Sick Call Sets.
Prayer Books, Pearl Rosaries, Fancy

Rosaries.

Medallions, Crucifixes, Scapulars and a
fine selection of religions articles.

&1/lAHONEY
FLYNN
16-18-20
St., Boston.
Essex

ANIDROSIS BATH IMITATORS
Are having uphill work in deceiving the distr esse<\
bv'heir cm Inets, without Anidrotis supplies for

fuming*nd bathing, as they are fouLd to be like
the watch without the mainspring. SeDd two
stamps for the true guide to health and wealth.

Anidrosis Sanitarium, Skowhegan, Me.

CHAS. STRATTON ft SON,
Dealers in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest Prices for solid gods.
IS ANSWERING ADVKKTISKMKSTS
PLEASE MENTION
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FASHIONS IN COSTUMING.
BY MARION A. MACBRIDE.

In choosing a street costume, take
the neutral shades, depending for
effect upon the cut and finish of the
costume, the color of vest, tic and
gloves ; in this way there is a distinct beauty of arrangement, and
one is sure to have a touch of individuality which grows more pronounced every day, and which in
many ways is a help in choosing
clothes, for with a line of color all
one's own, it is comparatively easy to
pick up pretty trifles to use with
various dresses. The present fashion of plain skirts, fitting close about
the hips, with a border of narrow
ruffles, braid, or a border of clustered
tucks, is very graceful, and the
skirts are pleasant to wear, as many
of them are made from firm, fine
covert cloth, broadcloth or fancy
weaves, the skirt very carefully finished on all seams, to prevent sag-
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MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
houses, and these comfortable
OIisuhr etter.
L
MARYLAND.
garments are easily made at home.
Outing cloth, cashmere, serge, silk,
Those who visited their alma mater on
Recently there took place in Wednesday, the 10th, were blessed with
alpaca or denim will be found both
comfortable and practical materials the convent of Mercy, Carrick-on- beautiful weather. The students gave
tern

for this purpose.

Suir, the religious profession of Miss

Boots need careful attention now, Ellie Hayes, a well known young
and the heavy sole, light, but tough
lady of that town, who will be
leather top, peffect fit and finish,
known in religion as Sister Benedict.
all combine to give one a sense of
She is the third member of her
comfort and a good degree of health.
family to join the order, one sister
If the feet are inclined to be cold,
being in the Mercy Convent at
always add the felt in-sole. Now Arklow, while another, Sister Paul,
that out-door life is fashionable, the has been for several years a member
storm-proof boots are multiplying of the community in Carrick, which
in shape, till there are several very
Sister Benedict has just entered.
pretty kinds which are warm and The
news of this profession will be
comfortable.
read with interest by the many
Gloves come in the same category
readers of Our Irish Letter who
as boots, and it is economy to buy a
were formerly residents of that old
good glove which fits the hand per- town beside the Suir, wherein voca-

"

fectly.

For home wear the soft fabrics are
exquisite, madewith full skirts which
once aga n are allowed to trail a
little on the carpet. It is a pretty

"

tions to the religious life are never
wanting. Miss Hayes is the latest
in a long line of daughters of the
town who have given up the pleasures and vanities of life to follow

fashion?this trailing skirt and more closely in the footsteps of the
it belongs to the home gown, with Divine Master. The Order of
ging, whilethe broad belts fit snugly its pretty underskirts of lace and Mercy in Carrick is in a very flourand comfortably about the waist. ribbon.
ishing condition, and in connection
There are so many pretty combin- with the convent are hosiery mills
The petticoat of silk, with all its
pretty ruffles, is light in weight, and ations ; the gray cloth with a vest and industrial schools which have
this is important, for in these days of pink or blue, the pale green with proved a great blessing to the workof physical culture, women are very collarette of yellow, pale green ing people.
impatient with hot, heavy, clinging chiffon, or a gray tulle over which
Followersof athletic sports have
skirts; they demand a light, warm tiny pink rosebuds are tossed in rich,
tender
tones
of
color.
There
are
for
season,
something
skirt
this
been startled by the wonderful broad
pretty, durable and reasonable in the " made -up lace " collarettes, jumping performances in Ireland and
price. The silk skirt and the one plastrons, dainty colonial kerchiefs, England of W. J. M. Newburn. This
folded across the front of the gown athlete now holds the best record
of moreen meet this need.
and held by a clasp of forget-me- of the world, twenty-four feetsix and
are
both
short
and
long,
Jackets
with
nots or pansies. One of the most three-quarters inches, which hemade
double-breasted,
close-fitting,
hip pockets finished by a flap, edged effective and artistic additions to an at Mullingar, Ireland, recently. This
indoor costume is the liberty scarf, is so far in advance of anything
with rows of stitching.
This charming weather is just the a square of soft light silk which which the most celebrated running
time to prepare for the "spell of comes in white, yellow, violet broad jumpers of the world have ever
weather " we are sure to have here and pink. This scarf is always in done that it could scarcely be bein New England before March first, fashion, it touches with soft, rich lieved. Had it not been for the fact
and although snowstorms seem far color any dark costume, and it is that this great athlete cleared more
off at present, they will sweep down easily carried about, to put on at a re- than twenty-four feet in public six
upon us, and preparation will allow ception when one is in need of more times last summer on different
us to enjoy the season. One of the color but can not be troubled with grounds and under different confirst things to be considered is com- any crushable article. A touch of ditions it is doubtful if on this side
fort, and while women wear capes, color on a dark costume is often of the Atlantic athletes would admit
they will require a vest or jacket to prettier than an entire light costume. the genuineness of his best performslip on over the dress waist, beneath Dresses require a keynote, a definite ance.
the enfolding cape, which looks so point of attack, as it were. The
There are only about eight jumpwarm with its broad collar; but light costume must have a touch of ers who have ever cleared twentyevery woman knows how the cold deep color somewhere or it becomes three feet.
wind takes possession of her cape too etherial and the wearer looks
Newburn standssix feet six inches
inside as well as outside. The picturesque but unnatural. Black in height and weighs '208 pounds.
Japanese jackets of soft wool, lined velvet will often prove the one thing His chest measures forty-two inches.
with eiderdown, cost less than a needed to give emphasis and dash He is a professor in Claremont Coldoctor's visit, and they will ward to a dainty costume.
lege, Dublin, and practices his athoff many visits of the medical fraletics solely for health. He lays
ternity. These jackets come sleeveparticular stress on the fact that he
A Sure Sign of Winter.
less, or with long, close sleeves: the Fall is almost here, and already the neither smokes nor drinks.
He
softness and warmth are remarkable. shops are displaying their autumn ex- writes that he intends to come to
In another column of this paper
For street wear the bicycle trousers, hibits.
there is an engraving of one of the new America during the summer holidays
made in heavy cloth, are often worn pieces of furniture just placed on view at next year.
under the silk skirt in place of a the Paine warerooms on Canal street. It
a toilet table, and if it is any indication
flannel skirt, as they afford more is
How's This !
of the style we may expect for the coming
protection from cold and are less season, is a token of unusual beauty. The We offer One Hundred Dollars Keward for
?

tiresome to wear than an extra entire front is of carved

skirt, with all the added warmth
across the back, which comes from
close gathers, which often produces
a heated condition that is most injurious. The bicycle trousers are
mounted on a yoke, which is deep
enough to take all extra fulness from
the hips and waist-line. The pattern can be found at all leading pat-

18

mahogany, yet

this decorative detail seems to have escaped
attention in the price.

any case of Catarrh that'Can not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. J. CHENEY ft CO., Props., Toledo, O.

the old "Mountaineers" a hearty reception and prepared for their enjoyment a
most entertaining programme. At the
banquet in the college refectory, Mr.
John J. Rooney, president of the Alumni
Association, referred in touching terms
to the death of the late Right Rev. Thomas
McGovern, bishop of Harrisburg, who
was always a staunch friend of the college; Mr. Richard M. Reilly of Lancaster, Pa., spoke on " The Old Mountain ";
William Seton, LL. D., responded to the
toast Lafayette"; and"The Army and
Navy" was eloquently treated by Judge
Burke of Baltimore. Speeches were also
made by Rev. W. J. Hill, LL D., Rev.
Denis J. Flynn, LL. D., A. Y. D. Watterson, LL. D., Thomas J. McTighe, Ph. D.,
Rev. M. H. Fallon and others.
After the banquet the annual meeting
of the Alumni was held, at which the following named olTicers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, A. Y. D.
Watterson, LL. D.; vice-president, Rev.
Geomanus Kohl; secretary, Edmund J.
Ryan, A. M.; treasurer, Rev. B. J.
Bradley. The students, under the leadership of J. Rogers Flannery, gave a fine
musical entertainment in the evening.
Among the visitors were
Rev.
John A. Watterson, bishop of Columbus,
and other distinguished clergymen.

"

HOUSEKEEPING OUTFITS
?OF?

China, Glass and Lips
We have recently landed from Mintons*,
Haviland and the Cauldon potteries, examples of their rich designs of Dinner
Services and Course Sets, from which
we send special orders to be made with
family initial, monogram of crest, heirloom " sets. Also new importations of
the Old Blue Dresden Meissen China
in sets or parts of sets.

"

The shapes and designs are superb and
will interest those who appreciate and
desire such furnishings.
In the Dinner Set Department will
be found the largest, most valuable and
comprehensive exhibit, comprising all
grades, from the ordinary to the most expensive. Many of the decorated designs
are stock patterns, which may be matched
for years to come, an advantage appreciated by experienced housekeepers.

Fine Lamps. Many new designs
added the past week, adapted to bridal
gifts, $5 to $75 each.
in the Glass Department will be
found an extensive exhibit from the ordinary to the expensivespecimens None
finer to be found on this continent.
In the Art Pottery Rooms (3rd floor)
will be found beautiful specimens adapted
for wedding gifts, $5 to $300.
INSPECTION INVITEI>.

Jones, McDnffee & Stratton Co.,
Crockery, China, Glass and Lamps,

120 Franklin

St., Boston

We, the undersigned, have known F. J. DAlinm AND TUMOR removed
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
II l\l I U W without knife or plaster.
perfectly
In all business transac
Ilrllll
rl Pamphlet free. Swedish
China,
of
Dinner tlons and honorable
financially able to carry out any VIIIVUII Med. Co.. Lynn, Mass.
Sets, and housekeeping outfits of China, obligations made by their firm.
Glass, and Lamps, or Wedding Gifts, will
West ft Tbuax,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
find an extraordinary stock to supply from
Waldino, Kinnan ft Marvih,
at Jones, McDuffee & Stratum's, whose
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
advertisement, which is elsewhere in our
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, actcolumns, is interesting to connoisseurs.
ing directly upon the blood and mucous surTheir buyers go to original sources in all faces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Silver Coated,& "Bland" stamped on each Pill
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials sent free.
E. FOUOKBA A CO.. N. Y. All drugffliM.
crockery-producing countries.
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Sister Adilla.
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POINTERS ON SHOES.

In speaking of shoes the following
"nevers" by Doctor Samuel Appleton may be of interest:
First.
Never wear a shoe that
?

?

will not allow the great toe to lie in
a straight line.
Second. Never wear a shoe with
a sole narrower than the outline of
the foot traced with a pencil close
under the rounding edge.
Third. Never wear a shoe that
pinches the heel.
Fourth.? Never wear a shoe or
boot so large m the heel that the
foot is not kept in place.
Fifth.? Never wear a shoe or
?

?

boot tight anywhere.
Sixth.?Never wear a shoe or boot
that has depressions in any part of
the sole to drop any joint or bearing below the level plane.
Seventh.?Never wear a shoe with
a sole turning up very much at the
toes, as this causes the cords on the
upper part of the foot to contract.
Fighth.? Never wear a shoe that
presses up into the hollow of the
foot.

Ninth.? Never have the top of
the boots tight, as it interferes with
the action of the calf muscles, makes
one walk badly and spoils the shape
of the ankle.
Tenth. Never come from high
heels to low heels at one jump.
Eleventh.-*- Never wear one pair
of shoes all the time, unless obliged
?

to do so. Two pairs of boots worn
a day at a time alternately give more
service and are much more healthful.
Twelfth.? Never wear leather
sole linings to stand upon. White
cotton drilling or linen is much
better and more healthful.
Thirteenth.? Never wear a short
stocking or one which, after beimr
washed, is not at least one-half inch
longer than the foot. Hear in mind
that stockings shrink. Be sure that
they will allow your toes to spread
out at the extreme ends, as this
keeps the joints in place and makes
a strong and attractive foot. As to
shape of stockings, the single digital
or one toe stocking " is the best.
Fourteenth. Never think that
the feet will grow large from wearing proper shoes. Pinching and
distorting make them grow not only
A proper,
large, but unsightly.
natural use of all the muscles makes
them compact and attractive.

"

?

HEALTH HINTS.
Ik young children are allowed to,

they will play continuously until
they are so fatigued that the}' become nervous and restless and can
not stop, but must keep in motion.
Thk daily nap is of the greatest
service to growing children, and
once the habit is formed, it can
easily be kept up, and the child's
health and vigor sustained even in
trying weather.
A BSGUXAH play-room,so arranged
as to be free from danger points,
would be a great boon not only t<>
the children, but to the heads of the
household, particularly in rainy and
very boisterous weather,
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SUGGESTIONS FOR
give it.
THE HOUSEHOLD.

Gratifying Letters to Mrs. Pinkham
She never forgot any one
From Happy Women.
who had come under her care in the
Wkddixg invitations are fashionhospital, and many were the poor
"I Owe You My Life."
ably engraved on sheets which will and helpless who had been harbored
fold once and which are long, not by that institution who would come
Mrs. E. Woolhisbr,
square. About six by eight inches back week after week to see the good
Mills, Neb., writes:
is the proper size.
Sister, to ask her advice and maybe
Pinkham:
I owe my
Dkah
Mrs.
" to your Vegetable Compound.
her help, and both werealways forth- life
The
A\ electrician advises that often
doctors said I had consumption and nothcoming.
the sole trouble, when the household
Sister Adilla entered the mother- ing could be done for me. They said my
bell will not ring, is lack of moisture.
I had sevof the Sisters of Charity, at blood was turning to water.
Shake up the electric jars, and if house
eral doctors. They all said I could not
than sixty years live. I began the use of Lydia E. Pinkthat does not effect the relief sought Emmitsburg, more
and at the age of twenty-three ham's Vegetable Compound, and It helped
ago,
put more water in them.
made her profession. She was a me right away; and I have gained In
FiNciKii-NAii.s can be made strong gifted and intelligent member of a weight. I have better health than I have
and of a delicate pink tint by the fine old family, her maiden name be- had for years. It is wonderful what
your Compound has done for me."
use of the following recipe : Melt ing Phu'be Shannon. She went on
two drams of pure white wax and various missions in the first ten
"I Feel Like a New Person."
add a few drops of almond oil, then years of her work as a Sister of
mix in the yolk of an egg until a Charity, and early in 1850 she was Mrs. Gko. Leach,
paste is formed. The nails should be sent to nurse at the Charity Hospi1009 Belle St., Alton, 111., writes i
rubbed every night with this, and tal in this city, and here she reBefore
I began to take your Vege"
table Compound I was a great sufferer
gloves should be worn.
mained to her dying day.
trouble, causing me to be so
She nursed all through the terrible from womb
Whkn linen is not marked before
weak I could not stand. I could neither
of 185:>,
sleep nor eat, and looked so badly my
it is sent to the laundry, the washer- yellow fever epidemic
through
yellow
the
cholera
and
fever friends hardly knew me.
women have a great failing for
of 1867 and through the
I took doctor's medicine, but did not
marking articles with great sprawl- epidemics
fever of 1878. She was ac- derive much benefit from It. My druggist
yellow
ing figures that are most unsightly
and,
counted the best yellow fever nurse gave me one of your little books,
upon dainty handkerchiefs and linen. in
after reading it, I decided to try Lydia E.
New Orleans, as she was cer- Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I feel
To remove such characters, as soon
the most experienced. She like a new person. I would not give your
tainly
as the garments come home soak the
never knew what fear of danger of Compound for all the doctors' medicine
marked spots in a weak solution of
was. She only knew that in theworld. I can not praise it enough."
chloride of lime and water, and contagion
she was a Sister of Charity and
finally wring out the linen in a solumust stand by the post of helpless, and women, little orphans and sadtion of ammonia.
stricken humanity. During the war faced women, whose sorrows she had
whose burdens she had
To restore black silk add to ox she nursed the soldiers with unvary- alleviated,bear.
sought
to
And there were the
gall sufficient boiling water to make ing fidelity, and to her noble heart rich and powerful, the great and
it warm, and with a clean sponge nothing was too good for our boys. beneficent of this city, who opened
rub the silk well with the liquid on No one was more deeply loved by their hands that Sister Adilla might
both sides. Squeeze it thoroughly all classes than Sister Adilla, yet so help her poor children, as she never
and proceed again in like manner. humble and hidden was her life of tired of calling her helpless ones.
in the serKinse in water, and change the good deeds that the only time her Physicians grown gray the
vice, those in middlelife,
younger
water until perfectly clean ; dry in name has ever appeared in print is generation, too came, to pay their
open air, then dip the sponge in blue today, when the grave has closed tribute of respect to the good and
water and rub it on the wrong side ; over her forever. Eight years ago famous old nurse, but more than
pin the silk on a table and dry it was the fiftieth anniversary of her this, the woman, the Sisterof Charity,
reception into the order of the Sis- whose life, like that of her divine
before the fire.
prototype, had been spent in going
ters of Charity. She positively re- about and
doing good.
Sonny living-rooms are almost
fused any demonstration, but her
was largely attended.
The
funeral
to
according
specialskin
necessary,
loving Sisters would not hear of it, The grief throughout the hospital
ists, for a fine complexion. One re- and arranged a beautiful little cele- was most sincere, and as many emports curing an obstinate case of
as could followed the rebration for her in the Sisters' house- ployees
mains to their last resting-place in
facial eruption by removing the
hold of the Charity Hospital. Here
the St. Louis Cemetery. And here,
patient, a merchant who spent his
she was crowned with a wreath of with those who had labored with her
days in a dark office on the north
fifty golden roses by her beloved in the years gone by, with some who
side of the building, to a little parsuperioress. She was too modest to laid down their lives in the terrible
titioned nook, into which the sun ever look upon that wreath
which she survived, good
again in epidemics
Adilla was laid to rest,
streamed all day long. The patients life,
old
Sister
but the Sisters put it quietly while the sweetest flowers, so typical
on the sunny side of a hospital alaway, and yesterday when she lay of her beautiful life, covered the
ways recover first.
so quiet and still, the beautiful old spot in token of unfailing rememThe difference between trained hands crossed forever, the tired feet brance.
and ignorant cooking is the difference that were never weary of running
between digestibility and dyspepsia. on errands of mercy stilled forever,
THOROUGHLY TESTED.
For example, the careless cook in the Sister superioress came again
j^M%m\
melting butter will allow it to cook, with the golden crown, and looking
converting it into a most harmful down upon the old face, beautiful
? =-\
*
food, warranted to give heartburn. with the light of heaven's smile, she
For this reason butter ought never placed the crown so nobly won
to be used in frying. Its action on by faithful service upon her brow.
LaaV
fish or shellfish is particularly bad. And there she lay in that dim chapel
before the quiet sanctuary, crowned
T \u25a0
In its place a little pure olive oil is in death as queen
might wish to be
very much to be preferred. Simi- crowned in life, with love and kindly
larly, it is better, if an egg is to be deeds and faithful affection of hunup thoroughly tested Pozzoui's Medic;
<
boiled hard, to put it into warm dreds of the poor and miserable
'?xiDu Ponder, as well as many others.I ami
krielighU'd
to say to you that Pozzoni*s is irwater and let it simmer for fifteen whose lives she had made happier
to any feoe jxm*d«r I have ever tried, and rC
me pleasure to recommend it as something
minutes. The yoke will then be a for her living.
[unusually <Jelielitful for a ladies' toilet.-^
dried, powdery ball, instead of a
It was a motley throng that went
/?L\
hard kernel that no amount of mash- in and out of the little chapel. There
were the half blind, the halt, the
ing will reduce to a powder.
lame, feeble, gray-haired old men
Marion.
?

"

,
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Ix Switzerland all the railroads
are owned by the government.

\

;

The first electric railroad in the
) world was built in Ireland, from
; Hushmills to the (Hants' Causeway.
\u25a0, Linen was first manufactured in
England by Flemish weavers utider
the protection of Henry 111.in 1268.

-,

>

t Tim-: first book printed from metal
i types was a copy of the holy Scripi tures which made its appearance
\ between the years 1450 and 1452.
i It is estimated that the total nami ber of telephone subscribers of the

r whole world amounts to about 1,500,-

-, 000, of

'

which the United States

stands at the top with 900,000.
Stinull's are said to have been
unknown to the ancients. They
were first used in the fifth century
of our era, but were not in common
use even in the twelfth century.
The deadliest battle on record is
Waterloo, closely followed by Gettysburg. In both battles the losses
were about twenty-eight per cent,
of the men engaged.

It is said that cow - bells are
produced only in four factories in
] the United States, and are made just
! the same as they were 100 years
! ago, and sound the same.

', A Gueek servant named Pasqua,
', taken to England by Mr. Daniel Ed-

'

wards, a merchant in 1652, to make
', his coffee, first set up the profession
| of coffee-man, and introduced the
', drink among the English.

i Gladiators were originally maleI factors who fought for their lives,

\ or captives who fought for freedom.
I They were first exhibited at the

[ funeral ceremonies of the Romans,
n. <~ and afterwards, about 215
is.
at festivals.
\
\ A HATTi.E was fought at Gisors,
\ France, in 1198, when Kichard I.of
[ England defeated the French. "Dieu
| etmondroit"("God and my right"),
\ the watchword or rallying-cry of the
\ English on that day, became after\ wards the motto of the arms of Eng\ land, and still appears as such.
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time you have removed that pile of sister-in-law. Oh, I don't know,'
ashes I think you will have got the she answered, 'B. W. W. means
exercise of a century run. Let's see Boston Water Works.'"
Begot.?-Aw, Miss Grace, youah
how quick you can get at it."
"Were you born in a foreign
always in my mind, dontcher know.
house.
I'll
be
Mr. Jones ?"
play
Jack.?
Let's
country,
Grace.?Goodness! that's worse
"No, I was born in my native
than living in a flat!
the father and you'll be the mother.
Dolly.? Yes; and I'll come to land."
As (> m c w ii at weather-beaten
you and ask for money to buy anew Flossie issix yearsold. "Mamma,"
tramp, being asked what was the dress.
she asked one day, " if I get married
matter with his coat, replied,
InJack.?Yes; there you go! That's will I have husband
like pa ? "
a
somnia it hasn't had a nap in ten
1
just you! You always want to do
mother, with
Yes,
replied
the
years."
something to raise a fight.
an amused smile.
Hungry Tourist.
Waiter, two
"My friend," exclaimed the elo" Ami if I don't gel married will
eggs, please. Boil them four minwere the average I have to be an old maid, like Aunt
quent orator,
utes.
manto turn and look himself squarely Kate ?"
Waiter.?Yes, sir; be ready in in
Yes, Flossie."
the eye, and ask himself what he
half a second, sir.
Mamma," she said, after a short
really needed most, what would be
"I've called to tell you, sir, that the first reply suggestedto his mind?' pause, it's a tough world for us
the photographs you took of us the
A rubber neck ! shouted the women, ain't it?
other day are not at all satisfactory. precocious urchin in the rear of the
Why, my husband looks like an room.
ape !
Smithers. Why don't you run
Well, madam, what fault did
for
school-director, Abraham P
you find with the photographs?"
Brown.?Well, you see, sir, there
Papa.? Yon saw that big boy is the farm to look after, and the
whipping the little t>ne, and you work on the roads, the timber to
didn't interferef Suppose you had cut, the strong party feeling, my
been that little boy ?
views on the educational question,
Bobbie.? I did think of that, an' my tax theory, my ideas of the
was going to part 'em, but then I money problem ; and then, besides
happened to think, s'pose I was the
my wife wants to run.
big boy ? So I left 'em alone.
DOMINION LINE
Doi 'mi: Keid, well known by his
Lady.
And what does your fa- medicalreports in the Monthly Maya- S. S. New England and S. S." Canada j
ther do ?
zinc, was requested by a lady of
(U. S. and Royal Mail Steamers) In Service
between
Little Girl.?Oh, papa is a doc- literary eminence to call at. her
Boston,
and Liverpool, j
Queenstown
tor.
house.
Be sure you recollect the
(
Holds record for Fastest Time between
Lady.
Indeed! I suppose he address," said she, as she quitted the
Boston iind (Queenstown.
i
a,t
Cabin,
Passage
Low Kates Second
Cabin
j
practices a great deal, does he not? room
superior aeeommodHtioMSi. Return, j-tTti. :
"No. 1 Chesterfield street." i?4t) (very Passage,
Steerage
£36.60. Pasaenftrs booked to and *?
!
Oh, no. He
Little Girl.
all points in Great Britain and Ireland. For *\u25a0
"Madame," said the Doctor, "I from
SaiMngs, R»te*. e'c apply tn nr address KTfiHAKD.S, MILLH & -f:o.,"rri»neral Agents, 108
doesn't practice any more. Be am too great an admirer of polite- ! State
Sir? r, Hoston. or Local Agents in all t
(
towns in New England.
knows how now.
ness not to remember Chesterfield, cities and
Mus. Smii.ax.?Henry, I really and, I fear, too selfish ever to forget
believe Freddy is going to be a doc- number one."
tor when he grows up. I heard him
The young man with the military
Drafts Payable Everywhere In Ireland ;
tell Mary that she must be careful uniformhad been telling of his hardand (ireat Britain.
of her health, and that pie was con- ships and dwelt with particular
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WHITE STAR LINE,

j

emSteamers to Queenstown ami Liverpool ]
phasis on the rations. He was elo- sailing
every Weilnesilay. The steamers of
this Line were built In Belfast, anil the Ten- :
quently indignant when his mother tonic anil Majestic are among the largest ami
fastest crossing, anil passengers reach Ire- ]
interrupted.
land in less than six days. The steamship
"Oceanic," now buildingfor the White Star ]
Ronald, people who hear you Line, is to be 704 feet in length, or 25 feet ;
"
longer than the Great Eastern," and «5 feet :
might think you did not love your longer than any steamship afloat. Tickets
can be purchased of the Catholic bookstores, 1
country."
i or of
Yes, I do love my country," he F. 0, HOUGHTON &. CO., General Agents, J
"
115 State St., cor. Broad St., Boston, Mass. I
and his mother was in a state of answered, "and I'm willing to over?'" iTiivingfor drink. C:in ]
much alarm. " Helen," she called look faults. But I'm blest if I can 1 MTI On il/r kills
Ub given secretly All dru(s» 1 IIIA
nfll/h
<
fl
I
UlInT
L
K l3ta. or Clone Rem. Co.. N.Y. I
to her sister in the next room, go so far as to praise its cooking."
" send for a doctor ; Willie has swal- As Ohio woman, visiting Boston
lowed a penny ! " The terrified and for the first time, has been doing the
frightened boy looked up implorsights. "I had my greatest thrill
inglydown at Copp's Hill burvingmamma," he interposed,
No,
" for the minister."
ground," she said.
Yes, that's just the place for the
" send
"
The minister?" asked his mother
"
historic emotion," commented her
incredulously. "Did you say the interlocutor. She smiled.
sidered hurtful.
Mi:. Smii.ax.? It looks tome as
though he is more likely to become
a lawyer. I noticed that he had
two pieces of pie at supper last
evening.
Wii.i.i c had swallowed a penny,

[ Wai: correspondents were em\ ployed as far back as the time of
\ Kdward 11. Scribes, specially com) missioned, were sent up with the
', English army which invaded Scot\ land at that time. But incredible minister 'i "
"Yes. Because papa says our
! as it may sound, not one of the Lon', don newspapers was specially repre- minister can get money out of any\ sen ted at the battle of Waterloo.
body."
I The invention of gunpowder is A BOY asked his father for a
\ ascribed to Bartholdus Schwartz, a wheel. "Well, my son," said the
! monk of Goslar, a town of Bruns- father, " you will find one in the
wheelbarrow, and
! wick, in Germany, about the year front end bi«ofr that of
coal ashes back
pile
is
a
to
have
been
there
appears
\ 1820. It
will
have to be
house
that
much
of
the
known,
however,
earlier in
i
of
the
and
the
The
handle
bars
are of
many
parts
world,
moved.
\ famous Franciscan, Roger Hacon,
bearings
the
ball
Keep
ash.
white
\ who died in 1292, knew its proper- well oiled. The tire is punctureless,
j ties, though it is not certain that he
acquainted with its application so you won't have to take a pump
1 was
to firearms.
and repair kit with you. By the

'

'

aSensd onsense.
N

\u25a0'

my sister-in-law and
I got into the place," she said, I
found myself almost stepping upon
a grave with the inscription on a
queer little iron-covered sort of
tomb. I jumped back, feeling the
way you do when you step on a
grave, and read the inscription?just
three initials, no name or date.
'Isn't it pathetic?' I said to my

" As soon as

"
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